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LED Headlights 

It starts with you. We know there can be surprises around any given corner. Thanks to available LED 

headlights; the road ahead is brightly illuminated, helping keep surprises to a minimum. The all-new Accord. 

*Standard on Touring Sedan. Touring Sedan model shown. ©2017 American Honda Motor Co, Inc. accord.honda.com 



VICTORINOX 
SWISS ARMY 

COMPANION FOR LIFE 

TIME VIGO ay 
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NIGHT VISION 
3-year warranty | Swiss Made | Exclusive LED functions | 

SHARE 

THE NIGHT VISION 4? mm | Water resistant to 100 meters | Ref. 241569 

EXPERIENCE 
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N AT ION AL shoes on a porch...co vered 
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PAUL NICKLEH 

Lumbering on land, emperor penguins are Olympian swimmers, capable of diving 

to 1,/50 feet and remaining underwater 20 minutes on a single breath. 

November 2012 
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23 Cuba’s New Now 94 Sailing the Dunes 
The people respond to reforms with excitement, In his wheelless paraglider, photographer 

black humor, and a large dose of skepticism. Steinmetz flies over deserts, guided by dunes. 

By Cynthia Gorney Photographs by Paolo Pellegrin Photographs and text by George Steinmetz 

60 It’s All in the Bubbles 110 Cheetahs on the Edge 
No one knew how emperor penguins could They're shy and delicately built. They can’t roar. 

rocket through the water so fast. Now scientists But the threatened cat is a shrewd survivor. 

have discovered the secret. By Roff Smith Photographs by Frans Lanting 
By Glenn Hodges Photographs by Paul Nicklen Special Poster: A Cheetah’s High-Speed Dash 

so Vikings and Native Americans —_;,, Arkansas Delta, 40 Years Later 
Strange strands of yarn are helping uncover A VISTA volunteer, he made black friends, was at- 
a lost chapter of New World history. tacked by whites. Now he and his camera return. 
By Heather Pringle Photographs by David Coventry By Charles Bowden Photographs by Eugene Richards 
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Editor’s Note 

Letters 

VISIONS > 
Your Shot 

NEXT 

A Cup Full of Sun 
A three-mile-wide cup in space might 

be the best way to collect solar energy. 

Miraculous Moringa Tree > 
It resists drought, grows like a weed, 
has leaves packed with vitamins. 

Little Horse, Big Bite 
The four-foot-tall konik is better than 

a chain saw at cutting back brush. 

Leech Census 
Trying to track an elusive species? 
Check the DNA ina leech’'s blood meal. 

California Cleaning > 
Find out what it took to green up the 

Golden State's largest ports. 

Brain Freeze 
Scientists feed ice water to subjects to 

see why cold can make your head hurt. 

NG Connect 

The Moment 

Flashback 

WT 

Onthe Cover Map by Jeremy Collins. Cheetah photo by Ken Geiger, NGM Staff 

Subscriptions For subscriptions, gift memberships, or changes of address, 

contact Customer Service at ngmservice.com or call 1-800-NGS-LINE (647-5463). 

Outside the U.S. and Canada please call + 1-813-979-6845. 

Continuttons to the National Geographic Society are tax deductible under Section 

Copyright & 2012 National Geographic Society 

All rights reserved. National Geographic and Yellow Border: Registered Trademarks ‘2 Marcas Registradas. 

National Geographic assumes no responsibility for unsolicited materials. Printed in U.S.A. 

50 Wes) of the US. tax code. 
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DIGITAL EDITIONS 

National Géograpnic is 

available on the iPad and 

Kindle Fire and, as of 

November 1, on the iPhone 

Cheetahs 

Video 

See the planet's fastest 

runner in slow motion. 

Emperor Penguins 

Video + 

Interactive Graphic 

Learn how their feathers 

speed them along. 

Sand Dunes 

Video 

Join the photographer as 
he flies over the desert. 

PRINTED ON 
100% PEFC-CERTIFIED PAPER 
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Og POINT 
TRANSFER 

WHY NOT GET MORE OUT OF YOUR POINTS? 
Chase Sapphire Preferred gives you 2X points on travel 

and the flexibility to transfer points to several travel programs, 

including United MileagePlus® and Korean Air SKYPASS. 

CHASE SAPPHIRE PREFERRED™ There's more to enjoy." | ChaseSapphire.com/Preterred CHASE & 

INTRO ANNUAL FEE OF SO THE FIRST Ma , THEN idee 
eQl2 uf Morgan Chase & Co, Purchase and b. transfer APR is 15.28% variable, Cash advances and ov verdratt ac jances APR is 19.24% variable. Penalty ark if 29.9985 van table. \ fariable APRs change with 

1 OF 10) = 50 Introductory Fee the f A ib 7 erest the ar ge: None, Ba Ef the amount of each 
f e Gant U Oc redit approval. 

0 Le Dave, ple at ermane ant hame address within theS0 United States or the Distfichol 
ca ita Restrictions and limitations apply. See Chasesapphine.com, Preferred for pricing 



EDITOR'S NOTE 

Fast-Forward and Replay 
| first saw the explosion of speed on the Serengeti 

Plain 24 years ago. With astonishing swiftness, 

idat=Moval=1-16-lamel(el-i-10 Magt-met-lemel-18)[-1-]06 e]ae-iel- 100) 

and prey, then lay beside the struggling Thomson's 

gazelle with her jaws around his throat. | wanted 

eile) ee asleldlelama-)e)[-\mcemelelels/aal-)a)migt-@r-) el-1-16 8 

Thirteen years later | tried for one on a grassy 

flat in Namibia. Laurie Marker of the Cheetah 

Conservation Fund had raised a cheetah she'd 

named Chewbaaka. To keep him fit, she’d trained 

him to chase a lure. Photo engineer Kenji Yamagu- 

fej al e-tale i= M0) Oe: Meleyd-1 pmer-lail-le-tm e]gele|r-laslanl=16) 

to fire eight frames a second in sequence. For 

more than a week Chewbaaka chased the lure. 

The results were disappointing. The cat did his job, 

alUlm = mellelammatc\/-maal-mC>lelalale) (ele) mteme(omell| cme ball 

wv 

summer, with the help of National Geographic's 

Big Cats Initiative and Darlene and Jeff Anderson, 

we tried again. The Cincinnati Zoo offered its 

cheetahs, and cheetah guru Cathryn Hilker offered 

her expertise. A crew of Hollywood's best set up a 

“TOO (oleic elalemie-le1 idem Me-lsslelt-nee/sjice)m-)(-le mae 

keep pace with each cat. On the sled were a high- 

fo[-ymel(elie-|Mellal-laar-mer-laal-1e-Milelale me )imm PyAOl OM ie-lnil-t 

a second and three cameras shooting 42 frames a 

second in sequence. A 150,000-watt light illumi- 

nated the course. For three days the cheetahs did 

their job, but the results fell short of expectations. 

Finally, the last night, everything clicked. In this 

month's issue and on our app, you'll see these 

images of the fastest runner on Earth, Inspired 

by a Serengeti cheetah 24 years ago. 

Or alealarciimdelemelat-i 718-15 

Tommy T—a young male— 

takes a nighttime run. 

PHOTO: KEN GEIGER, NGM STAFF 
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Tonkin Snub-nosed Monkey (Rhinopithecus avunculus) 

v Size: Head and body length, 50 - 65 cm (19.7 - 25.6 inches); tail, 65 - 92 cm (25.6 - 36.2 inches) 
: Weight: Males approx. 14 kg (30.9 Ibs); females approx. 8.5 kg (18.7 lbs) Habitat: Lowland tropical 

VIETNAM = broadleaf monsoon forests In montane limestone formations Surviving number: Estimated at 260 

P cult 
OF 
Tonkin 

Phantom of the forest. Once presumed extinct, 
the Tonkin snub-nosed monkey reappeared in 
1989 like a ghost from the past and today clings 
to a precarious existence in a few isolated 
locations. Large, semi-cohesive bands of 25-80 
individuals are organized around family groups, 
all ranging and resting together. Active during 
the day, they move through the trees searching 
out edible leaves, fruits and seeds. When hunted, 
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Photographed by Quyet Le Khac 

WILDLIFE AS CANON SEES IT 
bands split into smaller units. But with their 
habitat being lost or disturbed at an alarming 
rate, it’s becoming harder and harder to vanish 
into the forest and leave the hunters behind. 
As we see it, we can help make the world a better 

place. Raising awareness of endangered species 
is just one of the ways we at Canon are taking 
action—for the good of the planet we call home. 
Visit canon.com/environment to learn more. 

Canon 
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LETTERS 

Easter Island 
lf the moai could talk, they would probably talk about one 

of the most important guys on any construction team after 

>» the foreman: the halfway-intelligent lazy guy. After all the 

dragging, walking, skidding, and all the broken statues lying 

by the wayside, this guy would figure out an easier way. He 
would have seen they were ona hillside, so why not cut them 

into round cylinders and roll them down the hillside. Then 

the problem goes from moving them to just stopping them. 

And the carving guys could have finished them in place. 

Last year we were ona cruise 

ship that stopped at Easter 

island but couldn't land Its 

passengers because the waves 

were too high. We could see 

many buses lined up at the 

harbor and estimated that 

the local tourist industry lost 

significant revenue that morning 

alone. We were told by the crew 

that this happened more often 

than not. They rated the chance 

of getting ashore from a cruise 

ship as low as one in four. The 

Chilean government needs to 

upgrade the harbor to increase 

FEEDBACK Some readers 

offered their thoughts ‘ wee 
on how the moai om ie 
were moved. ox” ag) 

oN we 

al anv? RR 

iA 

“Roll them, tip them up, and carve them once they've been placed.” 

JOE RIP 

Bellingham, Washington 

tourist dollars not only to 

support the local economy 

but also to have more funds 

to preserve the monuments. 

DAVID AND SUSAN JACKSON 

Dundas, Ontario 

Unmentioned in your article is 

the invasion of non-native plants 

that are overrunning the land 

except in parklands managed 

for tourism. When this is 

July 2012 

coupled with the overpopulation 

of horses, the future of Easter 

Island is not encouraging. Will 

this be yet another “ecological 

catastrophe’ for this island? 

LINDA C. CORK 

Palo Alto, California 

The unanswered question Is: 

How did the Rapanui stand the 

moai upright? They would have 

little problem rolling the moai 

to their assigned beaches. But 

without shipboard rigging, they 

would not be able to right the 

toppled ones. Once they got 

to the beach, the moai could 

have been tilted over a small 

cliff, then “walked” into position. 

ROBERT HOUSTON 

Torrance, California 

Corrections 

JULY 2012: EASTER ISLAND Page 39: 

Pavel Pavel's 1986 statue-moving 

experiment did not damage the 
moai'’s base. Damage occurred in 

his 1987 experiment with a replica. 

VANISHING VOICES Page 70: Tradzy 

necklaces are worth up to seven 

mithan (Himalayan cattle), not two. 
RUSSIAN SUMMER Pages 124, 128: 

Raisa Stepanov should read 

Raisa Stepanova and biali 

should read beliy. 

“Cut them into round cylinders and roll them down the hillside.” 

EMAIL ngsforum@ngm.com TWITTER @NatGeoMag WRITE National Geographic Magazine, PO Box 98199, 

Washington, DC 20090-8199. Include name, address, and daytime telephone. Letters may be edited for clarity and length. 
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Limited to 
, 000 pieces... 
Order ‘Today! 

Life in the Past Lane | 
A watch legend comes back i in black! Wear the Midnight Meisterzeit for ONLY $99! 

Ts down the lights. Raise the curtain. Your wait 

is over. After 89 years, this classic is back on stage. 

And it’s clear that the old black magic is as powerful 

as ever. This is what happens when “fashionably late” 

meets “right on time.” Inspired by one of the world’s 

first automatic wristwatches, we have painstakingly 

crafted the Stauer Midnight Meisterzeit to meet the 
demanding standards of vintage watch collectors. 

And for a limited time it’s yours for under $100! 

Your new watch is history. That legendary origi- 

nal was a rare prototype, hand-built by a master of 
the mechanical arts. The idea that we could recreate 

it seemed as far-fetched as repainting Picasso. Until 

we realized it was possible to make our version even 

better. Its startling good looks get all the attention, 
but this watch is more than just tall, dark 

and handsome. 

Why our “new antique” is 

better than the original. We , 
found a way to engineer the 
Midnight Meisterzeit with a 
much higher level of precision. 

The 27-ruby-jewel movement 
utilizes an automatic self-winding 

mechanism inspired by the 

1923 patent, but built on $31 

million in state-of-the-art Swiss 
machinery. Imagine putting a 
21st-century performance engine 

into the body of a 1920s roadster. 

The balance wheel and 

escapement can be seen 

under the Cotswold~ 

crystal and exhibition 

back. 

The Midnight Meisterzeit i is powered entirely by the 

movement of your body. It never needs batteries and 

never needs to be wound. It secures with a genuine 
black leather strap and is water-resistant to 3 ATMs. 

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Order the 
Stauer Midnight Meisterzeit and claim a piece of 
watchmaking history in a rare design priced to wear 

everyday. If you’re not captivated with the Midnight 
Meisterzeit, simply return it within 30 days for a full 

refund of your purchase price. But we're convinced 

that once you experience life after Midnight, you'll 

find there’s no reason to be afraid of the dark! 

WATCH SPECS: 

- 27-jeweled Vertex automatic movement 

- Exhibition back 

- Genuine black leather band fits wrists 7 '/4"-9 '/s" 

An Another Stauer Exclusive Not In Stores 

Stauer Midnight Meisterzeit Timepiece—$395 

Now $99 +sap 
Call now to take advantage of this extremely limited offer. 

T -800-721 mL hl 

) Stauer has a Better Business 
Bureau Rating of A+ 

: taue 14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. MMW’200-01 

ALCCRED! 

BUSINESS 

® Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 
www.stauer.com 

Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices 
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The Earth’s growing population and limited resources mean that innovative ideas are 
critical to create solutions for energy conservation, generation, and distribution. National 

Geographic, in partnership with Shell, launched The Great Energy Challenge to explore 
these issues and provide a forum where innovation can be showcased and shared. 

Go to GreatEnergyChallenge.com to join the conversation. 

ENERGY NEWS AND ENERGY BLOGS 
Stay updated on the future of fuel and power with Energy News 
and Energy Blogs written by experts. Check out these stories below 

from around the world, and add your voice to discussion threads. 

Europe's First 
Formula One Legend Carbon-Neutral sarin CT ALAN COTO 

Sets Course for Energy- Neighborhood Malmé, Sweden 

Efficient Car Design TY ET 
SHALFORD, ENGLAND [~ 

Oo India Power Outage 
Spotlights Energy 
Planning Failure 

Z “MUMBAI, INDIA | 

[NEW ORLEANS, LA | 
A $200,000 S| 

Green Home Designed Y 
by Frank Gehry | CENTRALUGANDA | | 

Low-Cost Solar 
Brightens Lives in Singapore's “Zero Energy 

Developing World Building" is a Test Bed for 
Green Building Innovations 

THE GREAT ENERGY CHALLENGE 

EARTHSPARK INTERNATIONAL IN HAITI. Seventy percent of Haitian households currently 
lack access to grid electricity. The Great Energy Challenge grantee EarthSpark International is 

launching Haiti's first pre-pay micro-grid that will provide affordable, reliable, and sustainable 
electricity to 40 paying customers. The grid will be scalable to serve all of downtown 
les Anglais and to interconnect with any grid extension that ultimately reaches the area. 

Moreover, the grid will be replicable: within five years, hundreds of small towns could gain 
access to locally generated power. 

_ NATIONAL 
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* Muslims performing the Shih s 

umrah pilgrimage during 

Ramadan. As with the 

sacred hajj, they circle 
around the cube-shaped 
Kaaba, Islam's holiest site. 
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Romania 

On a rural stretch near 

Odobesti, a teenager 
sets off at dawn to saw 

logs at the homes and 

farms of local residents. 

Wintertime brings 4 

demand in the area® 
for woodcutters: ‘ateie) 

in preparing fuel for 
heating and cooking. 

PHOTO: TAMAS DEZSO 

k& Order prints of National Geographic photos online at PrintsNGS.com. 
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\ ISIONS | YOUR SHOT This page features two photographs: one chosen by our editors and one chosen 
he i L* *, = - 

by our readers via online voting. For more information, go to ngm.com/yourshot. 

EpiITorS' cHoice Cesar Aristeiguieta Santa Monica, California 

Watching captive wolves on aranch in Kalispell, Montana, Aristeiqguieta witnessed a young 

male (left) challenge the alpha male. “Despite tense and dangerous moments, the handlers 
were able to separate them,’ reports the photographer, 51, who's also a physician. 

READERS’ CHOICE 

Peyton, Colorado 

Pinski, 28, and her 

husband drove several 
hundred miles to Albu- 
querque just to geta 

better view of an annular 

solar eclipse. “We're 
avid adventurists, so 

we couldn't pass up the 

opportunity,” she says. 
A supertelephoto lens 

helped secure a larger- 

than-life image. 
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Bose’ QuietComfort’ 15 
AVote) [<3 Mi om \ (e)k-1—m Or= | alet-) 1a t-am al rele) lave) alos 

Welcome to a quieter world. Whether you want to clearly hear 
the nuances in your music or quietly relax in peace, slip on the QC*15 

headphones. These are OUL best lal=r-1e] 8) ale) al =a and significant 

advances in the noise reduction make them our quietest ever. No other 

headphones offer you the same combination of less noise, lifelike audio, 

lasting quality and comfortable fit. “These are fabulous,” says Murray Hill 

of Canada.com. ‘Simply put, the sound is beautiful.” We invite you to hear 

the difference these award-winning headphones make on planes, at home 

and in the office for 30 days, risk-free. When you call, ask about making 

l2 easy payments, with no interest charges from Bose* We're so sure 

youll be delighted, we'll even pay to ship them to your door. 

ae 7 //L7 = 
Better sound through research 

To order or learn more: 

1-800-729-2073, ext. Q8632 or visit Bose.com/QC 
*Bose payment plan available on orders of 5299-51500 paid by major credit card. Separate financing offers may be available for select products. See 

website for details. Down payment is I/l2 the product price plus applicable tax and shipping charges, charged when your order is shipped. Then, your 

credit card will be billed for 1] equal monthly installments beginning approximately one month from the date your order is shipped, with O% APR and no 

interest charges fram Bose. Credit card rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit ane active financing program per customer. ©2Ol2 Bose 
Corporation. The distinctive design of the headphone oval ring is a trademark of Bose Corporation. Financing and free shipping offers not to be combined 
with other offers or applied to previous purchases, and subject to change without notice. Risk-free refers to 30-day trial only, requires product purchase 
and does not include return shipping. Delivery is subject to product availability. Quote reprinted with permission. 
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At Boyoma Falls in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, villagers atop scaffolds check their baskets for fish. 

The Cataracts in the democratic Republic of the 
Congo, on a turbulent 60-mile stretch of the Lualaba River, a THE PHOTOGRAPHER 

timeless ritual plays out. The Wagenia people use vines to lower ‘ 

wooden baskets from scaffolding and snare fish in the rapids of See more of Andrew 

Boyoma Falls. It’s the same method used by their ancestors, the McConnell work at 
same one described by the explorer Henry Morton Stanley in 1877. andrewmcconnell.com. 

I've always been driven to photograph people whose unique way 

of life hasn't been well documented. | learned about the Wagenia 

in 2008, when | saw a billboard in Kinshasa. Two years later | went 

to “the Cataracts” to watch them fish for food to sell at market. 

When the river is shallow, they use wood from the local forest 

to build stable structures over the falls. They cram tree trunks into 

riverbed crevices, then craft funnel-like, bark-bound baskets to 

catch fish driven by the current. It's exhilarating to see them clamber 

calmly above the torrent or wade through it over glass-slick rocks. 

But the biggest thrill is the chance to step back in time. In a region 

marked by turmoil, there's one place—and practice—still untouched. 

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC « NOVEMBER 2012 
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Discover the Essence 
of Mindful Meditation 
In recent decades, science has confirmed that meditation, when 

correctly practiced, offers lasting benefits for your physical, 
mental, and emotional health. Now, in Practicing Mindfulness: 

An Introduction to Meditation, experienced meditator and 

Professor Mark W. Muesse gives you a clear understanding of the 

essence of meditation—and how best to practice it. 

In 24 detailed lectures filled with guided exercises, he teaches you 
the principles and techniques of sitting meditation, the related 
practice of walking meditation, the use of meditative awareness 

in activities such as eating and driving, and more. Emphasizing 
clarity and practical understanding, his course will leave you with 

a solid basis for your own practice and for bringing meditation’s 
empowering benefits into every area of your life. 

Offer expires 12/29/12 

1-800-832-2412 
WWW.THEGREATCOURSES.COM/6NG 

LECTURE TITLES 

1. Mindlessness—The Default Setting 

2. Mindfulness—The Power of Awareness 

3. Expectations—Relinquishing 

Preconceptions 

4. Preparation—Taking Moral Inventory 

5. Position—Where to Be for Meditation 

6. Breathing—Finding a Focus for Attention 

7. Problems—Stepping-Stones 

to Mindfulness 

8. Body—Attending to Our Physical Natures 
9. Mind—Working with Thoughts 

10, Walking—Mindfulness While Moving 

11. Consuming—Watching What You Eat 

12. Driving—Staying Awake at the Wheel 

13. Insight—Clearing the Mind 

14. Wisdom—Seeing the World as It Is 
15. Compassion—Expressing 

Fundamental Kindness 

16. Imperfection—Embracing Our Flaws 

17. Wishing—May All Beings 

Be Well and Happy 
18. Generosity—The Joy of Giving 

19, Speech—Training the Tongue 

20. Anger—Cooling the Fires of Irritation 

21. Pain—Embracing Physical Discomfort 

22. Grief—Learning to Accept Loss 

23. Finitude—Living in the Face of Death 

24, Life—Putting It All in Perspective 

Practicing Mindfulness: 
Vamlalicele|S(eu(eamcomitil-tel|eciatela 
Course no. 1933 | 24 lectures (30 minutes/lecture) 

SAVE UP TO $185 

ee Pee 

OW 

+$10 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee 

Priority Code: 69635 

Designed to meet the demand for lifelong 

learning, The Great Courses is a highly 

popular series of audio and video lectures led 

by top professors and experts. Each of our 

more than 400 courses is an intellectually 

engaging experience that will change how 

you think about the world. Since 1990, 

over 10 million courses have been sold. 
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With a small fish in his mouth and a giant one in his hands, a Wagenia villager harvests the Lualaba River. Every day | 
was there | ate delicious fish—tiger fish, catfish, perch, and more—often cooked in banana leaves with chill and palm oil. 

The Wagenia learn 
to fish at an early 

age. Young girls (like 
the one at left) use 
nets in the small 

rapids. Boys emulate 

their fathers, building 
miniature baskets 
and working in the 

shallows. For shots 

like this | covered 
my camera ina 

waterproof housing. 



{The Beauty i in 
| the Beast 

or almost a hundred years it lay dormant. Silently 

‘building strength. At 10,000 feet high, it was truly a 
sleeping giant, a vision of peaceful power. Until every- | 

thing changed in one cataclysmic moment. On May 18, 

1980, the once-slumbering beast awoke with violent | 

force and revealed its greatest secret. 

It was one of nature’s most impressive displays of 

power. Mount St. Helens erupted, sending a column of 

ash and smoke 80,000 feet into the atmosphere. From 

that chaos, something beautiful emerged... our spectac- 

ular Helenite Necklace. Produced from the heated 
volcanic rock dust of Mount St. Helens, this brilliant 

green creation has captured the attention of jewelry 

designers worldwide. Today you can wear this 642-carat 
stunner for the exclusive price of only $129! 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Our Helenite 

Necklace puts the gorgeous green stone center stage, 

with a faceted pear-cut set in gold-layered .925 
sterling silver. The explosive origins of the stone are 

echoed in the flashes of light that radiate as the piece 

swings gracefully from its 18" gold-plated sterling silver 
chain. Today the volcano sits quiet, but this unique | 

= piece of natural history con- 

tinues to erupt with gorgeous 

green fire. 

Your satisfaction is guar- 
anteed. Bring home the 
Helenite Necklace and see for 
yourself. If you are not com- 

pletely blown away by the rare 

beauty of this exceptional 
stone, simply return the neck- 

lace within 30 days for a full 

refund of your purchase price. % | 

pelentic Necklace (6 % ctw)—$249 $129 Tracey ape 

Helenite Earrings (3 ctw)—$249 $129 famed 
Bureau 

Helenite Set (necklace & earrings)$498 $199 Save $299 Rating 
fA 

Call now to take advantage of this extremely limited offer. ies 

1-800-8 > cat t 979 JEWELRY SPECS: 
- 6 ¥2 ctw Helenite in gold over sterling siiver 

- 18" gold-fused chain ’ 

Add the 3-carat earrings! 

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com 
Stauer ® 14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. HEL281-01, Smart Luxuries—Su rpris ins 
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At the seventh and last cataract of Boyoma Falls—the point where the raging Lualaba River 

becomes the Congo—a fisherman braves slippery rocks and a strong current to check his basket. 



DIABETES DAMAGES NERVES 
which may cause shooting, 

burning, pins-and-needles pain. 
Lyrica is believed to work on these damaged nerves. 

Get specific 
treatment to help 
relieve this pain. 

LYRICA 
Relief is possible. Ask your doctor about Lyrica today. ~~ ) PREGABALIN @ 

capsules 

LYRICA is FDA approved to treat Diabetic Nerve Pain (or pain from Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy). 
This pain can worsen over time. LYRICA provides effective pain relief so patients feel better. In some patients, Lyrica 

can provide significant pain relief in as early as the first week of treatment. And, you should know, Lyrica is not a narcotic" 

“Individual results may vary. “Those who have had a drug or alcohol problem are more likely to misuse Lyrica. 

Prescription Lyrica is not for everyone. Tell your doctor right away about any serious allergic reaction that causes 
swelling of the face, mouth, lips, gums, tongue, throat or neck or any trouble breathing or that affects your skin. Lyrica 
may cause suicidal thoughts or actions in a very small number of people. Call your doctor right away if you have new or 
worsening depression, suicidal thoughts or actions, or unusual changes in mood or behavior. Lyrica may cause swelling of 
your hands, legs and feet. Some of the most common side effects of Lyrica are dizziness and sleepiness. Do not drive or work 
with machines until you Know how Lyrica affects you. Other common side effects are blurry vision, weight gain, trouble 
concentrating, dry mouth, and feeling “high.” Also, tell your doctor right away about muscle pain along with feeling sick 
and feverish, or any changes in your eyesight including blurry vision or any skin sores if you have diabetes. You may have a 
higher chance of swelling, hives or gaining weight if you are also taking certain diabetes or high blood pressure medicines. 

Do not drink alcohol while taking Lyrica. You may have more dizziness and sleepiness if you take Lyrica with alcohol, 
narcotic pain medicines, or medicines for anxiety. If you have had a drug or alcohol problem, you may be more likely to 
misuse Lyrica. Tell your doctor if you are planning to father a child. lalk with your doctor before you stop taking Lyrica or 
any other prescription medication. 

Please see Important Risk Information for Lyrica on the following page. 

To learn more visit www.lyrica.com or call toll-free 1-888-9-LYRICA (1-888-959-7422). 

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. 
Visit www.FDA.gov/medwatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088. PBP477504-01 ©2012 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved, July 2012 



IMPORTANT FACTS ( LyRICA ) — (LEER:HKah) 
nner 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION ABOUT LYRICA ) { BEFORE STARTING LYRICA, continued 
LYRICA may cause serious, even life threatening, allergic reactions. | | * Avandia® (rosiglitazone)", Avandamet (rosiglitazone and 
Stop ane LYRICA and call your doctor he al if you metformin)* or Actos® (pioglitazone )** for Sane You 

have any signs of a serious allergic reaction: ; may have a higher chance of weight gain or swelling of 
e Swell , ag Fae e your hands or feet. 
: ae siete rarer lips, gums, tongue, throat or neck « Narcotic pain medicines (such as oxycodone), tranquilizers or 
ate “ee (raised pease ae sia medicines for anxiety (such as lorazepam). You may have a 

. uae = higher chance for dizziness and sleepin 
Like other antiepileptic drugs, LYRICA ny cause suicidal thoughts . rear ae ‘hat ake vu ee sis 
or actions in a very small number of people, about 1 in 500. 
Call your doctor nght away if you have any symptoms, 
especially if they are new, worse or worry you, including: f POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF LYRICA 
« New or worsening depression 
* Suicidal thoughts or actions LYRICA may cause serious side effects, including: 
* Unusual changes in mood or behavior | - See “Important Safety Information About LYRICA.” 
Do not stop LYRICA without first talking with your doctor. - Muscle problems, pain, soreness or weakness along with 

LYRICA may cause swelling of your hands, legs and feet. feeling sick and fever 
This swelling can be a serious problem with people with - Eyesight problems including blurry vision 

heart problems. a « Weight gain. Weight gain may affect control of diabetes and 
LYRICA may cause dizziness or sleepiness. can be serious for people with heart problems. 
Do not drive a car, work with machines, or do other - Feeling “high” 
dangerous things until you know how LYRICA affects you. 
Ask your doctor when it is okay to do these things. If you have any of these symptoms, tell your doctor right away. 

The most common side effects of LYRICA are: 
* Dizziness * Trouble concentrating 

; « Blurry vision * Swelling of hands and feet 
’ ABOUT LYRICA i : * Weight gain « Dry mouth 

LYRICA is a prescription medicine used in adults 18 years and older} | + Sleepiness 
to treat: If you have diabetes, you should pay extra attention to your 
« Pain from damaged nerves that happens with diabetes or | skin while taking LYRICA and tell your doctor of any sores 
that follows healing of shingles or skin problems. 
Partial seizures when taken together with other seizure 
medicines 

« Fibromyalgia (pain all over your body) H W TO TAKE LYRICA 

Who should NOT take LYRICA: 0 0 C 
* Anyone who 1s allergic to anything in LYRICA . ue LYRICA exactly as your doctor tells you. Your 

doctor will tell you how much to take and when to take it. 
Take LYRICA at the same times each day. 

BEFORE STARTING LYRICA Sreg LYRICA with or without food. 

Tell your doctor about all your medical conditions, including if you: ont | mae © Dri ; chines if you feel diz: sl 
* Have had depression, mood problems or suicidal thoughts or ea taking LYRICA. nines If you Teel dizzy or sleepy 

behavior ae ¢ Drink alcohol or use other medicines that make you 
* Have or had kidney problems or dialysis sleepy while taking LYRICA. 

* Have heart problems, including heart failure * Change the dose or stop LYRICA suddenly. You may have 
* Have a bleeding problem or a low blood platelet count headaches, nausea, diarrhea, trouble sleeping, increased 
* Have abused prescription medicines, street drugs or alcohol sweating, or you may feel anxious if you stop taking 

in the past LYRICA suddenly. 
* Have ever had swelling of your face, mouth, tongue, lips, « Start any new medicines without first talking 
gums, neck, or throat (angioedema) to your doctor. 

« Plan to father a child. It is not known if problems seen in 
animal studies can happen in humans. 

+ Are pregnant, plan to become pregnant or are breastfeeding. | (/ NEED MORE INFORMATION? 
It is not known if LYRICA will harm your unborn baby. * Ask your doctor or pharmacist. This is only a brief summary 

You and your doctor should decide whether you should take of important information. 
LYRICA or breast-feed, but not both. * Go to www.lyrica.com or call 

Tell your doctor about all your medicines. Include over-the- 1-866-459-7422 (1-866-4LYRICA). 
counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. 
LYRICA and other medicines may affect each other causing Uninsured? Need help paying for Pfizer — 
side effects. Especially tell your doctor if you take: medicines? Pfizer has programs that 
: Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors. You may can help. Call 1-866-706-2400 or visit help acy 

have a higher chance for swelling and hives. www.PfizerHelpful Answers.com. ‘answers 
PARKE-—DAVIS. Division of Pfizer Inc., New York, NY 10017 * Avandia and Avandamet are registered trademarks of GlaxoSmithKline. RX only 
©2012 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved Printed in the USA. ** Actos is a registered trademark of Takeda Chemicals Industries, Litel., and 

fzer. 4 & - bk F . 

is used under license by Takeda Pharmaccuticals of America, Inc., and 
Version June 2012 Eli Lilly and Co, 



AMERICA’S FIRST SILVER DOLLAR 

Own the Dollar that helped Win America’s Independence! 

Most Americans would expect to see an authentic 

Revolutionary War treasure from the 1700s only 
behind glass in a museum. Now, thanks to the 

discovery of these coins in the centuries-old El 
Cazador shipwreck, you can actually own 
America’s First Silver Dollar! 

GLEAMING SILVER WITH A STORY TO TELL 
Struck in the New World between 1772 and 1783 in 

90.1% fine silver, these Spanish colonial “8 Reales” 

were authorized by the Continental Congress upon 

the recommendation of Thomas Jefferson as America's 

first official coinage. Widely circulated throughout the 
13 Colonies, they were used to help fund the American 
Revolutionary War and earned the title of “America’s 

First Silver Dollar.” 

LARGER THAN A U.S. SILVER DOLLAR 
Accepted as legal tender in the U.S. until 1857, each 

of these hefty silver dollars weighs 27 grams and is 
39 mm in diameter. From Europe to China, throughout 
the Caribbean, and across the 13 Colonies, these silver 

dollars were readily accepted for trade due to their heft 
and high silver value. 

IMAGINE WHO HELD THESE COINS 
Each of these amazing silver dollars makes history come 
alive. Coins like these were spent in taverns by patriots 

celebrating America’s victory over the British in 1783. 
Was this the coin George Washington tossed across 

the Potomac River or used to purchase badly needed 
supplies for his army? 

CERTIFIED HISTORIC SHIPWRECK SILVER 
Each of these coins has been inspected and authenticated 

by Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) and 

certified to be genuine shipwreck silver from the 
legendary Spanish Brig of War, El Cazador. Each coin 

is dated from the revolutionary years of our Founding 
Fathers: 1772-1783 (dates our chotce)—and has been 

sonically-sealed in an acrylic holder for preservation. 

SAVE OVER $175! 
America’s First Silver Dollars with the El Cazador ship- 
wreck pedigree are selling nationally for up to $425, 

Now, thanks to this exclusive shipwreck treasure 

discovery, we are able to offer these historic coins 
for just $249 (plus s/h). 

Order with confidence. Your satisfaction is assured 

with our full 30-day return privilege. Hundreds of 
thousands have ordered from us with confidence for 

over 26 years. 

Call Now Toll-Free 24 Hours a Day 

1-800-494-7374 
Offer Code CD$137-01 

t, Please provide this code when you call. 

Pa : t 

y } * 

i New York Mint 
14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. CD5137-01, 

Burnsville, Minnesota 35337 

www.New YorkMint.com 

Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a predictor of future performance. NOTE: New York Mint® is a private distributor of world- 
wide goverment coin and currency issues and privately issued licensed collectibles and is not affiliated with the United States government. Facts and figures deemed accurate as of 
June 2012. ©2012 New York Mint, LLC. 
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BASF PRODUCTS IMP X( 
WIND TURBINE PERF 

DR. JURRON BRADLEY, MANAGER, CLEAN ENERGY, BASF 

“Wind power is a great energy source with the potential to help 

alleviate concems about over-reliance on fossil tuels. If you look at 

the global energy mix, about 2.5 percent of electricity comes fram 

wind, and that is clearly expanding as countries and U.S. states 

develop mandates to increase use of renewables. Wind energy 

can be expensive to produce, though, and to help our customers 

compete successfully, BASF has developed a broad portfalio of 

solutions, from the rotor blade to the foundation of the turbine. 

To protect the blade, BASF provides its customers with a multi- 

phase coating system called Relest Wind” which is based on a 

unique polyurethane plastic maternal that guards against humidity 

and ultraviolet (UV) radiation. BASF also provides a putty that is 

used to smooth the blade's surface unevenness, as well as topcoat 

and edge protection to prevent abrasion and deterioration 

Picture a blade that’s 130 feet long and zooming at 186 miles per hour. 

Because of this massive force, high-performance reinforcements, 

such as fiber-reinforced polymers, are required to construct the 

blade. To meet this challange, BASF's Baxxodur” epoxy systems 

bind glass or carbon fibers that form the blade, ensuring lifetimes 

of at least 20 years and réducing production time up to 30 percent. 

In the future, BASF's polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foam will 

provide additional stability. 

The nacelle, or gearbox, which operates the blades, requires oil 

changes like a car. Changing the oil is a complicated and expen- 

sive procedure. BASF offers Emgard” transmission oils and our 

ProEco® hydraulic fluid, both of which allow for longer change 

intervals and consist of more than 50 percent renewable and 

biodegradable raw material. 

As turbines become taller and blades longer, it's essential to have 

high-performing materials for the tower and foundation. To meet 

this need, BASF produces its Masterflow” 9000 line, which helps 

to withstand the heavy, continually changing loads acting on the 

tower and foundation. 

We also have concrete admixtures that aid in the production of 

‘ strong foundations and tower components. Lastly, BASF supplies 

ie coatings for towers that provide excellent corrasion protection. 

BASF is committed to developing sustainable solutions for the future. 

We have projects inthe R&D pipeline that will help customers reduce 

maintenance, improve productivity, and increase energy output, 

especially as the size of blades grow to the size of a soccer field.” 
ot 
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Mighty Moringa “Mother's best friend,” “never die,” 

“drumstick tree”—moringa takes many names around the world. For 
centuries a traditional remedy for skin, respiratory, digestive, and 

other ailments, it’s now being hailed as a way to battle famine and 

malnutrition. With vitamin-and-mineral-packed leaves, the drought- 

resistant tree also grows fast—up to 12 feet in a season. 

From spicy seeds to bitter leaves (often ground into a powder), 

most of Moringa oleifera can be eaten or used, says Jed Fahey 

of Johns Hopkins. Its seeds, crushed, can even help purify water. 

Although animal studies support anecdotal evidence of its medicinal 

benefits, more human trials are needed, Fahey notes. Meanwhile, 

the “miracle tree” is catching on in impoverished areas of Africa, 

Asia, and Latin America, entering local dishes and lore. —Luna Shyr 

A native of the Indian 

subcontinent, the moringa 
tree has highly nutritious 
leaves, shaped here from 

dried leaf powder. 

Gram for gram, dried 

moringa leaves have 

25 x iron in spinach 

17 * calcium in milk 

15 x potassium in bananas 

10 x vitamin Ain carrots 

9 x protein in yogurt 

ART: JENNA TURNER, WGM STAFF. PHOTO: REBECCA HALE, NGM STAFF 

CHART SOURCE: LOWELL FUGLIE, THE MIRACLE TREE: MORINGA OLEIFERA 
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More Than You Think 

Y iPod nat 

YY included. 

The Wave’ music system III 

with a dock for your iPod?’ 

You really love your iPod. Now theres a reason to love it even more. Take 

= every song on your playlist and bring it to life out loud with the acclaimed sound of 

» the Wave® music system Ill. The optional dock for your iPod makes it easy, even charging 

your iPod or iPhone® so YOU Can pick it up and go. 

—= : . 7 —_ FREE SHIPPING 
"the Wave® music system can bring new life to all your music, including with your order. oti) 

CDs and radio. This is a complete, high-performance system that 

includes a clock, dual alarms and a handy remote that also controls key fea clsara more: 

iPod features like playlist navigation. Or you can simply touch the top Bose.com/connect 

to turn the system on and off, or snooze the alarm. Take advantage 1-800-411-8072, 
ext. TZ295 

of our 30-day, risk-free trial. Ask about making 12 easy payments, 

with no interest charges from Bose* Order the Wave® music system II 

with the dock for iPod and hear your playlist like never before. With the a -/// [| 

performance of Bose, the most respected name in sound. Better sound through research 
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NEXT An average forest stores about 100,000 tons of carbon per 

square mile. sea grass meadows can hold nearly triple that. 

Horse Power Diminutive konik 

horses stand about four feet tall, but they can have 

a big impact on biodiversity. By eating the woody 

vegetation that overcomes open marshes, these 

likely descendants of the horses in prehistoric cave 

paintings are helping revive the natural landscape 
that existed when large herbivores roamed freely. 

Before Neolithic farmers began to till marshes in 

Pe 

Leeches Locate 

Elusive — 

One leec 

— 

i at ' 
. y 

No DNA detected Serow Truong Son Annamite 
muntjac striped rabbit 

i a». a” 
> , - ‘a & ; 

tN fl ae t 
Near-threatened 

species in decline 

Currently listed as 

“data deficient” 

WETTLUT TTT 

First confirmed record for 

what Is now Europe, grazers kept forests from 

creeping in, which allowed varied habitats for birds, 

insects, and plants to flourish. Today conservation- 

ists are trying to revive that diversity. In many places 

that means cutting brush back with chain saws. But 

koniks are cheaper and better at it. The horses are 

now at work in nearly a dozen countries—including 

some 20 sites in the U.K. alone. —A. R. Williams 

OOOO OO 

Scientists are out for blood in Vietnam. DNA in the blood meal of 14 of 25 leeches came 

from hard-to-track tropical forest species like the serow—helping biologists monitor 

mammal diversity (and maybe endangered species) in inaccessible terrain. —Lacey Gray 

$$$$$$$$5555555$ 
small-toothed 
ferret-badger 

See 
Domesticated species 

Bach Ma National Park 

PHOTO: JIM BRANDENBURG, MINDEN PICTURES. GRAPHICS: ALVARO VALING (TOP: 

LAWSON PARKER, MGM STAFF. SOURCE: TOM GILBERT, NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM OF DENMARK 



Say hi to the all-new 2013 47-combined-MPG™ C-MAX HYBRID 
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*Shown with available features. . 
**EPA-estimated 47 city/47 hwy/47 combined mpg. Actual mileage will vary. Go Further 



| CITY SOLUTIONS 

DIESEL PARTICULATE 
MATTER (DPM) 
EMISSIONS BY 

LONG BEACH CATEGORY 
in tons per year 

PORT OF 

2005 > 

Oemi 2 

3 : coe ag Vessel Regulation 

| New rules require the use of 
eLos Angeles —  ot4 cleaner, low-sulfur fuel, and incen- 

tives encourage speed reduction 

within 45 miles of the coast. 

Rail Upgrades 

Efficient railroad engines move 

containers to Dallas, Memphis, 

Calitornia Sa at Se 

Ports Go Green 
lf anything for sale in the U.S. says “Made in China”—furniture, sneakers, auto parts—the 

odds are fifty-fifty it came through the Port of Los Angeles or the adjacent Port of Long 

Beach. In 2011 cranes off-loaded nearly 14 million shipping containers holding more than 

300 billion pounds of goods (not just from China) and about 14 billion gallons of fuel. 

Together L.A. and Long Beach form the largest port in the Western Hemisphere, a nearly 

24-square-mile complex of ships, docks, cranes, roads, trucks, and trains so massive it has 

its own AAA map. Greening it was an equally large undertaking. Replacing machinery, 

fuels, and infrastructure has reduced harmful pollutants by more than 27,000 tons, and 

today the port’s cleaned-up waters attract sea lions, pelicans, and sharks. —David Helvarg 



Harbor-Craft Upgrade 

The world’s first hybrid 
tugboats are more powertul 
than diesel models. 

Cargo-Handling Equipment 
Cleaner gantry cranes, 
stacking cranes, top handlers, 
and other newer equipment 

now hoist the containers. 

Vehicle Fleet Modernization 

About 15,000 cleaner running 
trucks—25 of them electric— 
replaced older models. 

Since 2005 the Ports of 
Los Angeles and Long 

Beach have reduced 

diesel particulate 
matter by 

Dubai, U.A.E. 

Qingdao, China 

Ningbo-Zhoushan, China 

Serb ce ses WORLD’S BUSIEST 
CONTAINER PORTS, 2010 

Shenzhen, China volume in million TEUs 
(20-foot equivalent unit) 

Hong Kong, China 

singapore, Singapore 

Shanghai, China 

GRAPHIC: JASON TREAT, NGM STAFF. SOURCES: SAN PEDRO BAY PORTS 
CLEAN AIR ACTION PLAN: PORT OF LOS ANGELES: PORT OF LONG BEACH 



NEXT 

When exposed to water, fire 
ants clump together to form 
a floating raft. Here a raft in its 
early stages materializes in 
a laboratory aquarium. 

Survival Rafting When floodwaters strike, 
the fire ant species So/enopsis invicta reacts with a clever escape 

plan: Within minutes colony members link their bodies together to 

form a water-repellent raft that can stay afloat for weeks. Intrigued, 

Georgia Tech researchers studied in the lab how the insects, native 

to South America and now roaming the southern United States, 

interlock claws, mandibles, and sticky pads on their legs to construct 

the roughly circular rafts. Air bubbles trapped among the ants’ bodies 

and hairs create buoyancy for the two-tiered structure and enable 

members on its underside to breathe. 

Colonies of as many as 200,000 ants can form rafts measuring 

up to two feet wide. And in a remarkable feat of swarm intelligence 

that helps maintain the raft’s integrity, ants on the bottom quickly 

move ontop when others succumb to encounters with debris, 

predators, or swift currents, says researcher Nathan Mlot. Scientists 

believe that studying this superorganism could provide new insights 

into micro-robotics and improved water repellency. —Patrick Graham 

Raft Dynamics 

By grasping one another 

— with jaws, legs, and sticky 

pads, fire ants form a raft 

to ride out floods. The raft's 

rough and irregular shape 
increases water repellency. 

(a On the raft's underside, air 
bubbles trapped among the 

bodies create a pocket that 

enables the ants to breathe 
and keeps the structure afloat. 

PHOTO: ANAND VARMA. SOURCE: DAVID L. HU AND TIM NOWACK, 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. ART: SHIZUKA ADK] 
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Cold OLY = Anyone who's ever 

foi al blefe(-temr- mes slii\melala) @e)m-t-1(-]0m (e1-melg-t-lanmcele) 

quickly has felt it: the excruciating pain behind 

the temples and forehead Known as brain freeze. 

Sial-m-jale)aealiuslemete)arelitie)amat-tmlelalemel-1-lam(-lel-1(-10 

a physiological mystery. Now research suggests 

meal ale [=m lamelelelemile) match mel-miat-1m ela laletmeln 

the icy throb—and perhaps migraines too. 

Tayegcel0|-10M o\mcal-Mal(e|ame-i(-me)meralce)al(emal-t-ler-lejal-1 

he observed at the War Related Illness and Injury 

Study Center, scientist Jorge Serrador decided to 

test their origins. The onset of headaches can't be 

predicted, and he didn't want to prompt them with 

An average person walks about 100,000 miles in a lifetime— 

the equivalent of circling the Earth four times. 

drugs. So Serrador examined easy-to-induce brain 

freeze by having participants gulp ice water through 

a straw aimed at the roof of the mouth. Using a 

Doppler monitor, Serrador found that just before 

pain arose, blood flow surged in an artery that feeds 

the front of the brain. The rush creates pressure in 

the skull—bringing on the brain freeze. When the 

artery shrinks back, possibly as the palate warms 

up again, the reduced blood flow means relief. 

Serrador thinks a similar blood flow increase 

aalie|an@ el-mde|-maele)me)manl(ele-lial-t-m-laleme)tgl-)mial-t- lec 

aches. As for the torture that next milk shake could 

trigger? Drink more slowly. —Catherine Zuckerman 



After half a century 

under Fidel, Cubans 

feel a wary sense of 

possibility. But this time, 

dont expect a revolution. 
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A window reflects an image of Fidel Castro in a working-class Havana neighborhood few tourists see. 
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Dog owners prep at Havana's Champion of Champions show. Such flourishes of discretionary spending, 
< = ‘el # a 

a new option for Cubans with the right kind of currency, are a source of both pride and consternation. 
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The century-old stone wall of the Malecén, Havana's famous oceanside esplanade, shields the city— 

imperfectly—from the battering of roiling seas. On calmer nights people come out to stroll on the street. 
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Markers of a richly Cuban outing at Havanas Parque Lenin: the clicking of dominoes, the head-to-toe 

white clothing of a Santeria adherent, and a Russian sedan likely kept running with transplanted parts. 



By Cynthia Gorney 

Photographs by Paolo Pellegrin 

cc 

Bad idea, I said. Someone will notice the 

foreigner and wreck the plan. 
“No, I figured it out,’ Eduardo said. “You 

wont get out of the car. I'll drive by, slowly, not 
so slow that we attract attention. I'll tell you 
when to look. Be discreet.” 

He had borrowed a friend’s mdquina, which 
means “machine” but is also what Cubans call 
the old American cars that are ubiquitous in 
the Havana souvenir postcards. This one was 

a 1956 Plymouth of a lurid color that I teased 
him about, but I pulled the passenger door shut 
gently, the way Cubans always remind you to, 
out of respect for their maquinas’ advanced age. 
Now we were driving along the coast, some dis- 
tance from Havana, into the coastal town where 

Eduardo and nine other men had paid a guy, in 
secret, to build a boat sturdy enough to motor 
them all out of Cuba at once. 

“There, Eduardo said, and slowed the Plym- 

outh. Between two peeling-paint buildings, 
on the inland side of the street, a narrow alley 
ended in a windowless structure the size of a 
one-car garage. “We'll have to carry it out and 
wheel it up the alley,’ he said. “Then it's a whole 
block along this main street, toward that gravel 
that leads into the water. We'll wait until after 
midnight. But navy helicopters patrol offshore.” 

He peered into his rearview mirror at the 
empty street behind him, concentrating, so | 

shut up. Eduardo is 35, a light-skinned Cuban 
with short brown hair and a wrestler's build, and 
in the months since we first met last winter—he's 
a former construction worker but that day was 
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want to show you where were hiding it, Eduardo said. 

driving a borrowed Korean sedan and trying to 
earn money as an off-the-books cabdriver—we 
had taken to yelling good-naturedly and inter- 
rupting each other as we drove around La Ha- 
bana Province, arguing about the New Changing 
Cuba. He said there was no such thing. I said 
people insisted there was. I invoked the many 
reports I was reading, with names like “Change 

in Post-Fidel Cuba’ and “Cubas New Resolve’ 
Eduardo would gaze heavenward in exaspera- 
tion. I invoked the much vaunted new rules 
opening up the controlled economy of socialist 
Cuba—the laws allowing people to buy and sell 
houses and cars openly, obtain bank loans, and 
work legally for themselves in a variety of small 
businesses rather than being obliged to work for 
the state. 

But no. More eye rolling. “All that is for the 
benefit of these guys, Eduardo said to me once, 
and tapped his own shoulder, the discreet Cuban 
signal for a person with military hardware and 
inner-circle political pull. 

What about Fidel Castro having permanently 
left the presidency four years ago, formally yield- 
ing the office of commander in chief to his more 
flexible and pragmatic younger brother, Raul? 

“Viva Cuba Libre,’ Eduardo muttered, mim- 
icking a revolutionary exhortation wed seen 
emblazoned high on an outdoor wall. Long live 
free Cuba. “Free from both of them,’ he said. 
“That's when there might be real change.” 

If there is in fact a Cuba under serious trans- 
formation—and you can find Cubans all over 
the country engaging now in their own versions 



A passenger rides shotgun in a Havana taxi—not the kind used by tourists, but one of the 
geriatric American cars that carry only Cubans, who pay a fraction of the tourist fare. 

of this same debate—Eduardo is a crucial com- 
ponent of it, although not for the reasons you 
might think. “Dissident” is the right label for a 
subset of politically vocal Cubans, notably the 
bloggers whose critical online missives have 
gained big followings outside the country, but 

Eduardo is no sort of dissident. Hess not fleeing 
persecution by the state. He's just young, ener- 
getic, and frustrated, a description that applies 
to a great many of his countrymen. Ever since 
he was a teenager in high school, Eduardo told 
me, it had been evident to him that adulthood 
in revolutionary Cuba offered exactly nothing 
by way of personal advancement and material 
comfort to anybody except the peces gordos. The 
big fish. (Well, literally translated, the fat fish— 

the tap-on-the-shoulder parties.) Nothing works 
here, Eduardo would cry, pounding the steering 
wheel of whatever car hed hustled on loan for 
the day: The economic model is broken, state 
employees survive on their tiny salaries only 
by stealing from the jobsite, the national news 
outlets are an embarrassment of self-censored 

boosterism, the government makes people crazy 
by circulating two national currencies at once. 

“I love my country,’ Eduardo kept saying. 
“But there is no future for me here.” 

Over nine weeks of traveling around Cuba 
this year and last, I heard this particular se- 
quence of complaints so often, and from so 
many different kinds of people, that it began to 
form a kind of collective national lamentation: I 
love my country and it doesn’t work. There were 
loyal optimists among the complainers, to be 
sure, and after a while, whenever I encountered 
one, I found myself marshaling ammunition to 

bring Eduardo. I wanted to hear how hed re- 
spond, but when I was being honest with myself, 
I realized that I also wanted to talk him out of 
the boat. (Sharks swim in those Cuba-to-Florida 

waters. The currents are dangerous. There are 
drownings, people never heard from again.) 

Optimist: Roberto Pérez, a shaggy-haired 
environmental biologist, filled with enthusiasm 

about the progress of Cubas extensive urban 

Cynthia Gorney is a contributing writer for the 
magazine who frequently reports from Latin 

America. Paolo Pellegrin is a Magnum photog- 
rapher who lives in Rome and New York City. 
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agriculture and organic farming projects. Pérez 
is six years older than Eduardo. Eighty percent 
of his own high school graduating class, Pérez 
told me, has left the country. “But things are 
changing,’ he said. “Very fast. And there are 
so many good things here that people take for 
granted, because they were born with them. You 
tell me another place where a kid can grow up 
so safe, get his vaccinations, get his education, 

not be involved in gangs or drugs. I can see 
people crossing the river north from Mexico, 
to get away from that. But from here? To face 
the Florida strait? I fail to see it.” 

Still no? OK. Optimist: Josué Lopez, ex- 
actly Eduardos age, just immigrated back to 
Cuba after six years in Florida and a growing 
disenchantment with the values of some of his 
hyper-acquisitive Cuban émigré neighbors in 
Miami. Lopez and his wife are going into busi- 
ness for themselves, taking advantage of the 
new self-employment laws and new flexibil- 
ity in agricultural land use, and developing a 
bed-and-breakfast resort on a few acres they've 
acquired outside Havana. “I'm telling my friends 
who went to the States,’ Lopez told me, in his 
practiced slangy English, “Dude! If you want to 
start something, the place to be is Cuba.” 

Eduardo would listen, interested, his face sober. 
He would shake his head. We were arguing in a 
café one morning, a rooftop spot in the historic 
part of Havana, and Eduardo grabbed a glass salt- 
shaker from the table. “My whole life, the govern- 
ment has been telling us, Look! I’m giving you this 
nice full saltshaker!” he said. “But it's never full” 

This one wasn't either. A half inch of salt, 
maybe. Eduardo put the shaker down and told 
me he had gotten hold of some oars. The men 
would have to row for a while, before they could 
risk motor noise that might alert authorities; the 
departure itself would violate Cuban law, since 
none of them had a tarjeta blanca, a white card, 
the government permission required of all citi- 
zens before they may leave the country, even 
temporarily. Cubans hate the tarjeta blanca, and 
the government subsequently hinted at doing 
away with it entirely—but on this early spring 
morning Eduardo hadnt even applied for one, 
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since he assumed the tarjeta would be denied, as 
they sometimes are, with no explanation beyond 
the bland, omnipresent No esta autorizado—lIt is 
not authorized. Besides, a Cuban applying for a 
tarjeta blanca is supposed to have a visa from the 
destination country. Just to secure a spot on the 

consideration list for a U.S. visa, a Cuban must 

pay $160 and produce a written invitation from 
some actual person living in the United States. 

Eduardo had neither. I had expected him to 
solicit help from me, the money or the invite, but 
he never did; he just blurted out the boat plan 
one day in the middle of a long, talky car ride, 
as though hed been desperate for a non-Cuban 
confessor, and now here we were staring at a salt- 
shaker and brooding about Eduardos son, who 
was nine and didn't know his father was going. 

“T dont know if it will be better to tell him or 
worse, he said. 

At least the money hed send home would buy 
his son new shoes, Eduardo said. “Everything 
has a risk in life,” he said. “I'm not worried. Use 

my real name. I've told you this before. Use it! 
I’m not afraid of anybody!” He spread his arms 
wide, trying to look unworried, and repeated 
his name the Latin American way: first name, 
paternal surname, maternal surname. | told 
him to quit being foolish, that he still lived in a 
one-party state in which people get roughed 
up or arrested or excoriated as mercenaries 
for criticizing their leaders too vigorously, and 
that we were talking about this in public only 
because the café waiter was a friend of his and 
nobody else was nearby. So forget it, I said. 
Sorry. No real name. We were quiet. Beneath 
us spread the most famous district in Cuba, 
the streets the tourists want to see first. There 
were shining 19th-century tile work, the fili- 
sreed top of a Corinthian column, a glimpse of 
the turquoise sea. 

THE WHOLE CITY seemed to be shining, that 
morning with Eduardo, even though there'd 
been a derrumbe in the neighborhood where | 
was staying. That's a building collapse, a thing 
that occurs with some regularity, especially in 
Havana. Buildings that were once beautiful and 



grand are rotting now in the tropical air, and the 
country has no money to repair them, so they 
cave in, partially or all at once, a giant rumbling 
roar followed by rubble and grief. This der- 
rumbe killed four people, three of them teenage 
girls; the building had been designated unsafe, 
but Cubans are inventive about their living 
space in Havana, where parts of the city are so 
crowded that multiple families and generations 
wedge into residences that in more decadent 
eras served as single-family homes. Eduardo 
had the idea that the number of deaths in my 
neighborhood derrumbe was 21—he had heard 
this via radio bemba, the radio of lips, which is 

to exchange residences but not to sell them, now 
appeared in house windows. In a few weeks Pope 
Benedict XVI was due to arrive, the first papal 
visit to Cuba in 14 years. Along the route the 
papal cortege would follow, state workers were 
cleaning and painting house facades so assidu- 
ously that I heard people joke that they wished 
the Holy Father would show up more often, just 
for the urban cleanup. 

Hefty half-built structures stuck out here and 
there—the anti-derrumbes, as I came to think 
of them, into which the countrys sparse invest- 
ment resources were being directed. High cranes 
and scaffolding delineated the rehabilitation of 

HALF THE BUILDINGS’ DOORWAYS SEEMED 
TO HAVE BEEN TAKEN OVER BY NEW SELF-EMPLOYED 
VENDORS, THE MEN AND WOMEN SITTING 
HOPEFULLY ALONGSIDE MAKESHIFT DISPLAYS. 

what Cubans call the word on the street, the 
only censor-free method for the dissemination 
of discouraging domestic news. But I had been 
reading Granma, the national Communist Party 
daily, which to the surprise of many people had 
actually run articles about this derrumbe rather 
than pretending it had never occurred and was 
steadfast about the death toll of four. Anyway, 
the city looked shiny. The tourists were charging 
all over by the busload, maps in hand, and from 
what I could see they appeared to be having a 
great time, sipping their rum-and-mint mojitos, 
following their multilingual Cuban guides, and 
applauding the happy cacophony of rumba and 
son that spilled out into the plazas from restau- 
rants and street corners and bars. 

Unmistakably, and provocatively, unusual 
things were transpiring in the streets. In some 
neighborhoods half the buildings’ doorways 
seemed to have been taken over by new self- 
employed vendors, the men and women sitting 
hopefully alongside makeshift displays of hair 
accessories or homemade pastries or DVDs of 

movies and television shows. “For Sale” signs, 
prohibited during the decades when it was legal 

historic buildings, the gussying up of tourist 
destinations, the construction of new port facili- 
ties. From certain spots along the shoreline, you 
could make out the shape of the huge deepwater 
rig exploring the Cuban seabed, believed to con- 
tain billions of barrels’ worth of oil. If large-scale 
oil production is merited, the possibilities for the 
country’s economic future are profound. 

Most of the Cubans I talked to seemed con- 
sumed, in fact, by this whole idea of possibility. 
Not permanent transformation, most would say, 

not yet; the Cuban government has a history of 
switching signals on its citizens, encouraging pri- 
vate enterprise and then pronouncing it coun- 
terrevolutionary and shutting it down again. But 
Raul Castro is not his brother, and there’ a par- 
ticularly Cuban combination of excitement, wari- 
ness, calculation, black humor, and anxiety that 

accompanies even the possibility of real change— 
the suggestion that after a half century under Fi- 
del, something big may truly be happening to the 
way Cubans live day to day. “The rebuilding of the 
house of Cuba,’ an ecclesiastical lawyer and editor 
named Roberto Veiga said gravely, pronouncing 
the Spanish words with (Continued on page 48) 
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CUBANS OUT, DOLLARS IN 

Among the most reliable sources of hard currency are the billions in 

remittances flowing in from the Cuban diaspora and the more than two 

billion dollars spent annually by tourists. The number of people leaving the 
island each year fluctuates with the twists and turns of politics and policy. 
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CAN CUBA 
STAY AFLOAT? 
Hampered by the U.S. embargo and the collapse of the 

U.S.S.R. in 1991, Cuba’s economy has floundered. Today it 

is precariously propped up by Venezuelan aid. Production 

of sugar—and most agricultural and industrial products— 

has plummeted since the 1959 revolution. Its best hope 

for growth: oil, nickel—and people. Tourism is up, along 

with cash sent to residents from abroad. 
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Movies, music, and TV shows are popular merchandise for Cuba's burgeon- 

ing private entrepreneurs. Discreet customer queries can sometimes unearth 

DVDs too racy—or politically inflammatory—for display. 
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For the first time in decades Cubans are allowed to buy and sell houses and apartments. Makeshift ads, 
fluttering from tree trunks, have turned Havana’s Parque del Prado into an open-air real estate bazaar. 
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Hunting down groceries in poorly stocked markets, like this butcher shop in 

central Havana, is a daily challenge. Cubans receive ration books that secure 
staples like rice, beans, and oil at low prices. But it’s not enough to live on. 



Shoppers wait in line at a central Havana market. Poor management and decades of a 
U.S. embargo have crippled Cuba's agriculture. The country imports most of its food. 

(Continued from page 39) _ the elegance ofa pas- 
tor at the pulpit: La reconstruccion de la casa Cuba. 

Careful, though: The rebuilding metaphor 
implies a blueprint. Those outside Cuba who 
imagine that this blueprint is agreed to by some 
clear Cuban consensus are deluding themselves. 
The unconstrained individualism of the United 
States, where neither health care nor a college ed- 
ucation are free? The showy wealth and environ- 
mental havoc of modern China? The economic 
woes and internal tensions of Europe? The narco 
wars of Mexico? “This is our great challenge,’ 
Veiga told me. He helps run a publication of the 
Archdiocese of Havana, Espacio Laical (literally, 
Secular Space), which, like the Cuban Roman 

Catholic Church itself, has become one of the 
few venues in which semicritical debate about 
the country’s future is aired in public. “What 
will it be like, this house of Cuba?” Veiga asked. 
“These are changes that should have begun two 
decades ago. But they didn’t. And now we are a 
nation trying to define itself” 

Eleven million people live in Cuba, less than 
the population of central Tokyo. It's the biggest 
island in the Caribbean, and famously only 90 
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miles from United States territory, but Cuba 
still grips the international imagination mostly 
because the dueling narratives of its history are 
so exaggerated by myth. Either a ruthless revo- 
lutionary took power in 1959, seized American 
corporate property, forced out his country’s own 
professional classes, and silenced all opposition by 
creating a totalitarian police state (that’s the ver- 
sion audible to this day on Miamis Radio Mambi, 
the broadcast voice of Floridas most vehement 
anti-Castro community); or a brilliant revolution- 

ary led the overthrow of a corrupt dictatorship, 
shook off the colonialism of foreign companies 
and the Mafia, brought literacy and health care 
and egalitarian values to a mobilized people, and 
created a university-educated bastion of socialism 
in spite of a half century of U.S. efforts to destroy 
it by prohibiting Americans from doing business 
with or spending tourist money in Cuba. 

Both narratives contain substantial truth, 

both at the same time. This is why Cuba fasci- 
nates and makes people's heads hurt. The place 
is exhausting in its complexity and paradox- 
es—Cubans are the first to tell you that—and 
the questions modern Cuba sets off in a visitor 
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In a government office in Vifiales a receptionist labors under a portrait of retired leader Fidel 
Castro and a sign proclaiming that work must be orderly, disciplined, and demanding. 

are big, serious, unwieldy. What is the defini- 
tion of freedom? What do human beings need? 
What do they owe to each other? What do they 
want, beyond what they need? “We've all been 
the subjects of an experiment,” a 58-year-old 
university-educated woman who works in the 
arts told me thoughtfully one evening, chopping 
sweet peppers in her kitchen for supper. She lives 
in an airy place, with a fenced front lawn and a 
backyard patio, in a leafy part of Havana; the 
home has belonged to her family since before 
the Triunfo, the Triumph of the Revolution, as 

Cubans generally refer to the events of 1959. Her 
lightbulbs are compact fluorescents, the woman 
pointed out—one legacy of an ambitious nation- 
al project a few years back, directing all Cubans 
to switch to lower watt fixtures in the interests 
of energy independence and the environment. 

“Theyd come to check,” she said. “They would 
break your old bulbs, in front of you, to make 
sure you didn’t sneak any back into your lamps.” 
She smiled and looked over her glasses at me 
to make sure I was listening closely enough. 
She has one child, a son a decade younger than 
Eduardo—gone now, having bailed out on Cuba 

and obtained a therapy credential in Spain. “The 
idea was marvelous, to change all the lightbulbs,’ 

she said. “The problem is how they did it.’ 

IN ITS HEADLINE VERSION, the rebuilding of 
the house of Cuba looks like this: Capitalism 
intrudes, around the edges, small bits at a time. 

Since 2010 more than 150,000 Cuban workers 
have left or been laid off from their state jobs, 
a concept previously unimaginable in a system 
that was supposed to provide all the work and 
all the social benefits. President Castro himself 
has said that the state apparatus is bloated and 
too conducive to dependence and corruption, 
and that the state must trim a half million work- 
ers. State agricultural land is now being leased 
in pieces to private farmers and cooperatives, 
and other kinds of legal self-employment are 
being gingerly promoted as well. Over the past 
two years the government has authorized 181 
job-specific categories of cuentapropismo, as it's 
called—the keeping of one’s own account. 

Even the ration book—the libreta issued to all 
Cuban households, with its check-off columns 
for the state-subsidized basic foods every citizen 
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is supposed to get each month—may be an ar- 
tifact near the end of its time, Raul Castro has 

said. The libreta! This is big. Nothing is more 
evocative of the bewildering Cuban economy, 
and Cubans’ complicated reaction to it, than the 
baseball card-size libreta, each one stapled to- 
gether from thin cardboard and white paper and 
listing the items the holder may buy at artificially 
low prices: rice, sugar, and milk, if the family 
includes children under eight. There are squares 
to be checked off by hand. The pages look like 
the accounting ledgers of Dickensian clerks. 

Here are things I have watched Cubans do 
with the libreta: 

Reinforce its fraying cover carefully with 
decorative paper and tape. 

Hold it in one hand, a plastic shopping bag 
in the other, while sweating in the moist heat, 
gossiping with neighbors, waiting for subsidized 
bread. 

Whip it from their purses or off kitchen 
shelves, shoving the opened pages at me, 
exclaiming simultaneously that it demonstrates 
Cubans care for each other and that the allot- 
ments have been so cut back the government 
might as well be trying to starve them all. 

Once I was in the home of a priest of Santeria, 
the Afro-Cuban religious practice that is the faith 
even of many professed Cuban Catholics. I was 
still trying to compose myself because the priest 
had just completed an initiation ceremony that 
included slitting the necks of pigeons and chick- 
ens and bleeding their corpses into sacred dishes 
and praying in Yoruba. But what the priest re- 
ally wanted to talk about was his libreta. “Look 
at this!” he cried. “Eight ounces of oil, per person, 
for a month! Ten ounces of beans! One package 
of pasta maybe every three months!” 

There's a term Cuban housewives use as they 
make their rounds in search of the day's fam- 
ily food: pollo por pescado. It means “chicken 
for fish’: You have promised fish for dinner, 
but in the stores there is no fish, so you get a 
little chicken and pretend it's your fish. Cuba is 
surrounded by seawater, of course. Where is all 
the fish? Ah, any Cuban will tell you, leaning 

in close, a merry gleam in his eye: glad you 
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asked, mi amor. The fish is in the restaurants. 
The fish is in the hotel buffets, a popular amenity 
for tourists, where long counters are piled high 
with varieties and quantities of food no ordinary 
Cuban ever sees. The fish is being sold out of pri- 
vate homes, if you know which doorbell to ring. 

In many of these locales the fish—like nearly 
every desirable product in Cuba, from nightclub 
admission to hair dye and plasma TVs and acid- 
washed blue jeans—is being sold in CUCs. 

Now we come to that aspect of present-day 
Cuba that causes the yuma (thats the gram- 
matically adaptable slang for “American,” “for- 
eigner, and also “the general outside world to 
the north and east’) to reach for a calculator 

and some aspirin and a crash course in recent 
Cuban history. The CUC, which is shorthand 
for Cuban convertible peso, is one of the two 
official currencies of Cuba. Like the libreta, the 
double-currency system is in theory destined 
for extinction; things are so fluid in Cuba that 
by the time you read this, it’s conceivable the 
government will have begun ending it. But to ap- 
preciate fully the elaborate survival negotiations 
that have dominated so many Cubans daily lives 
in recent years, you have to come to grips with 
the essential weirdness of the CUC. 

Its a recently invented currency, introduced 
a decade ago as a replacement for the dollars 
and other foreign money that began flooding 
and disrupting the country after the Soviet 
Union collapsed in 1991, thus ending the big- 
socialists-to-little-socialists financial support 
that had been holding up the Cuban economy. 
The multiyear Cuban depression that followed 
the Soviet breakup was catastrophic (fuel short- 
ages, 14-hour blackouts, widespread hunger), 
and the government set out to counter it by 
throwing the island open to international tour- 
ism. This was all done rather fiercely, with a 
flurry of beach hotel building that continues to 
this day—current plans include multiple golf 
courses and jet-capacity airports—while anti- 
capitalist admonishments still declaim from 
highway billboards and urban walls: 

SOCIALISM OR DEATH! 
THE CHANGES MEAN MORE SOCIALISM! 



In its purest concept the CUC is used for 
goods and services somehow connected to for- 
eignness: hotel bills, international transactions, 
Fidel T-shirts in the souvenir shops, and so on. 
One CUC is worth about one U.S. dollar, and it’s 
simple to obtain them; whether you're a yuma 
or a Cuban, state employees at exchange centers 
will take whatever currency you hand them and 
count out your reciprocal CUCs, wishing you a 
pleasant day when they're done. 

These employees, like the rest of the Cubans 
who work for the state—currently about 80 per- 
cent of the country’s labor force—are not paid 
in CUCs. Theyre paid in the other currency, the 

other basic foods not on the family libreta can be 
purchased in pesos, as can Cuban books, base- 
ball game tickets, fares on the crowded public 
buses, and admission to museums and movie 

theaters and the ballet. The currency in which 
he is paid as a doctor will buy Dr. M the very 
kind of 1960s ascetic nationalism Che Guevara 
liked to espouse—in other words, as long as 
Sefiora M uses only the poor-quality peso soap, 
the M family brews only the peso coffee that 
comes with fillers ground in, and nobody ever 
buys deodorant. 

“The toy truck I wanted for my son, with the 
little motor and remote control?” Dr. M said, 

ABOUT 80 PERCENT OF CUBA’S LABOR 
FORCE WORKS FOR THE STATE. THE WORKPLACE 
PHILOSOPHY THIS INSPIRES: “THEY PRETEND 
TO PAY US, WHILE WE PRETEND TO WORK.” 

Cuban national peso. One national peso is worth 
1/24 of a CUGC, or just over four cents, and in so- 

cialist Cuba state salaries are fixed; the range as 
of mid-2012 was between about 250 and 900 pe- 
sos a month. Some workers now receive a CUC 
stimulus to augment their peso wages, and re- 
cent changes are lifting top-end salary limits and 
linking pay more to productivity than to preset 
increments. But it was Cubans who taught me 
the national comic line about public workplace 
philosophy: “They pretend to pay us, while we 
pretend to work? 

IN THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, where the princi- 
pal attraction is a massive monument to revolu- 
tionary martyr Ernesto “Che” Guevara (fought 
with Fidel, died trying to foment insurrection 
in Bolivia), I spent an afternoon with a visit- 
ing emergency physician whose medical salary 
was fixed at 785.35 national pesos per month. 
That works out to CUC$32.72. Like so much 
about Cuba, this isnt straightforward; Dr. M 

owes nothing for his professional education 
and his own family’s medical care. His son’s 
lifetime schooling is free. Produce and certain 

as we stood side by side beneath the gigantic 
monument pedestal, craning our necks up at 
Che. “Forty CUCs.” 

Forty CUCs in a state store, that is. Cubans 
maintain a robust black market—por la izquier- 
da, they call it, “over to the left”—in which any- 
thing can be obtained. But the most surrealistic 
aspect of life in Cuba 2012 is the vigor with 
which the government, the same entity paying 
Cubans in pesos, sells goods to Cubans in CUCs. 
Retail stores, like pharmaceutical factories and 
nickel mines, are national enterprises, run by 
the state. Clerks often don't bother specifying 
“CUC’ on the pricing of merchandise either; if 
a thing whirs or glitters or comes in good pack- 
aging, Cubans know the currency in which it 
is being sold, and regardless of whatever the 
ghost of Che may be whispering in their ear, 
they want it. 

By the time I met Dr. M, I had done so much 
confounded window-shopping that there 
were numbers all over my notebooks: Pepso- 
dent toothpaste, CUC$1.50 per tube. Electric 
blender, CUC$113.60. Upholstered loveseat- 
and-armchair living room set, CUC$597.35. 
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A plume of fireworks surrounds a reveler at the Parrandas, a December festival in the colonial town 

of Remedios, near Cuba’s north coast. Two barrios compete to stage the most impressive display. 
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Until the 1959 ouster of dictator Fulgencio Batista, Cuba's legislature 

convened in the domed Capitolio building in Havana. Today it’s a symbol 

of a prerevolutionary Cuba that no one under the age of 50 experienced. 



Multistory malls, with cafés and video game 
halls and clothing stores, all functioning exclu- 
sively in CUCs. 

The cell phones Cubans depend upon— 
pre-Raul they were prohibited; now they're 
everywhere—are sold, both the device and the 
per-minute fees, in CUCs. Even a Bucanero 
Fuerte, one of the good Cuban beers, is likely 
to be sold in CUCs. The Bucanero price of one 
CUC, not an unreasonable sum in many coun- 
tries for a bottle of beer, constitutes a full day’s 
medical pay for Dr. M. You see the problem with 
the toy truck. This is why for four days a week, 
when he's supposed to be recuperating from his 
24-hour emergency shifts, Dr. M drives a cab. 

Technically, he drives his own car, the aged 
Russian beater he inherited from his father. But 
he picks up tourists in it, because tourists pay 

in CUCs. Over one high-season month Dr. M’s 
cabbie days earn him the CUC equivalent of 15 
times his salary as a physician. In Cuba there's 
nothing remarkable about this. The taxi fleet, 
like the rest of the tourist industry, is replete 
with splendidly educated Cubans no longer 
practicing their professions because their years 
of study to be of service to the nation—in en- 
gineering, medicine, psychology—produced 
salaries in “the money that’s worthless, as a 
kindly Cuban bank teller once remarked to me. 
The phenomenon is referred to as the “inverted 
pyramid.” Every Cuban who repeated that term 
to me did so in a tone of despair, as in: This, you 
see, is why the ambitious young keep leaving. 

Dr. M and I studied the object Che was 
holding in his giant fist above us, determined 
that it was a hand grenade, and went into the 
museum. Che Guevara was an Argentine medi- 
cal school graduate when he met Fidel Castro, 
and as we walked past the glass-encased dis- 
plays of the Che medical journals and the Che 
lab coat, I glanced over at Dr. M. In the 15 years 
since Che's ashes were delivered to Santa Clara, 

Dr. M told me, this was the first time he had 
visited the museum. But he was silent and 
impassive, and when we came out, all he said 

was, “I dont get this about us now—how a taxi 
driver can make so much more than a doctor.’ 
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The expression on his face made it clear that Che 
Guevara was not a topic he wished to continue 
exploring. “I don't get it,” he said. 

EDUARDO TOLD ME the boat's departure date 
was set, depending on what the men could 
learn about tide and weather predictions, for 
the days just after the pope's visit ended. When 
I was away from Havana, in the island's interior, 

text messages from his number showed up every 
so often on my temporary Cuban phone: “hi my 
friend am going soon on vacation.” 

I was doing a lot of walking, or strapping on 
flimsy passenger helmets and climbing (impru- 
dently) onto the backs of unlicensed motorcycle 
taxis. To my outsider’s eye, the New Changing 
Cuba looked both real and raggedy, as though an 
enormous flea market had been busted up and 
scattered the length of the country. Young men 
sat in stairwells, offering to repair cell phones 
or refill cigarette lighters. Families lined their 
front porches with display tables of used kitchen 
merchandise or thermoses of coffee and chipped 
plates of wrapped ham-and-cheese sandwiches. 

Here were small corner businesses that used 
to be run by the state but now, experimentally, 
were not: barbershops and snack bars, for ex- 
ample, in which management was being trans- 
ferred to the employees. Here was a former high 
school math teacher, a soft-spoken 42-year-old 
who had learned to speak Russian fluently back 
in the comfortable days of life support from the 
U.S.S.R. Now he was selling baby clothes for 
CUCs from one corner of a rented street-front 
foyer in the central city of Camagtiey. “My wife 
does the sewing,’ the former math teacher said. 
“She used to be a teacher too.’ 

And here, in the middle of one residential 

block back in Havana, was a chic new restaurant 

called Le Chansonnier. No signage marked the 
entrance; Le Chansonnier is a paladar, a pri- 
vately run restaurant inside a home, and people 
with money—correction, people with CUCs— 
know where it is. Paladares have been legal for 
years in Cuba but used to be strictly contained, 
under the pretense that they were all tiny family 
operations siphoning no business from state 



restaurants. Since 2011, though, they've been 
allowed to expand and hire staff, and like the 
guest rooms Cubans may rent to foreigners in- 
side their own homes and apartments, some of 
the popular paladares have basically turned into 
busy CUC cash registers for their owners. “T al- 
ways dreamed of having my own business, the 
co-owner, a 39-year-old named Héctor Higuera 
Martinez, told me the afternoon I stopped by. 
“I used to think I'd be an engineer. But I saw 
that there was a living in working with tourists.” 

Higuera waved a hand at somebody and in 
short order produced an amazing salad for me, 
with beautiful butter lettuce, shaved chicken, 

people whove left it. And because both the U.S. 
and Cuban governments have eased restrictions 
on émigrés returning to visit family, the Cuban 
Americans who arrive to weepy reunion embrac- 
es at the Havana airport are usually carrying both 
money and goods: televisions, appliances, duffel 
bags full of clothing, and anything else their rela- 
tives can resell por la izquierda for CUCs. 

There's stealing too, which during the post- 
Soviet-collapse depression years emerged as a 
nationwide mechanism for family survival. The 
verb luchar, which means “fight,’ also translates 
loosely in Cuba to “transfer workplace items 
into ones personal possession, which the system 

MANY CUBANS NO LONGER PRACTICE THEIR 
PROFESSIONS BECAUSE YEARS OF STUDY-—IN 
ENGINEERING, MEDICINE—PRODUCED SALARIES 
IN A CURRENCY THAT’S WORTHLESS. 

and a dusting of chocolate. He was trying to 
figure out how to manage the evenings mul- 
tiple parties of ten; dinner at Le Chansonnier, 
which draws foreigners and Cubans alike, runs 
about 40 CUCs per person. His business part- 
ner, Laura Fernandez Cérdoba, whos run the 

restaurant with him since they opened in fall 
2011 with the help of French investors, was 
approving a tableware purchase in the next 
room. It was easy to envision money flying in 
and out of the building, in a New Changing 
Cuba sort of way, and part of what had been 
flummoxing me during my early weeks in Cuba 
was starting to come clear. Not every Cuban 
drives a taxi or tends bar for tourist tips, right? 
So how on Earth, I had wondered every time I 

examined all the nonpeso merchandise being 
hawked at Cubans from every direction, were 
they accumulating these CUCs? 

Part of the answer is remittances, the dollars 

and euros sent from relatives abroad. The amount 
of money sent to Cuba annually is hard to track, 
but some economists estimate the number may 

surpass $2 billion this year. That means the 
modern Cuban state is being nourished partly by 

impels us to do because our salaries won't cover 
a lousy Bucanero.’ The standard lucha involves 
eating, drinking, using, bartering, or selling the 
items in question. Reform campaigns pushed by 
Raul Castro have produced scores of high-level 
corruption arrests, but one defining quality of 
any attractive workplace, still, is the nature of the 
lucha. (“If you can't look around and find things 
you can take home or resell,” a woman in her 
40s from a working-class neighborhood outside 
Havana told me firmly, “then it’s not a good job.’) 

Nothing about this combination, remittanc- 
es plus pilfering, is unusual in a small tropical 
country without abundant raw material for ex- 
port. Neither is the third important way CUCs 
arrive in Cubans’ pockets: legal commerce, of 
any sort, that directly or indirectly procures 
foreigners money. But the government of the 
Cuban proyecto socialista, or socialist proj- 
ect—in official dispatches that remains the 
preferred term—has tried for a half century to 
wall off much of the country from the very buy- 
sell system that generated that money in the 
first place. Watching Cubans grapple, as they 
consider just how many of those walls ought now 
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to be dismantled, is a sobering experience. Take 
Higuera and Fernandez: Their private, for-profit 
business and their ten employees are legal under 
the new self-employment laws, as long as they 
pay their taxes. 

But business taxes, in themselves a relatively 
new concept in Cuba, increase sharply as em- 
ployers hire more people. The system is weighted 
against much private expansion while Cubans 
experiment with new tax and regulation policies, 
and this question of limits—of just how suc- 
cessful individual entrepreneurs should aspire 
to become—is a matter of great philosophical 
and political contention in the New Changing 

“We just don't know yet,’ a veteran University 
of Havana economist named Juan Triana Cordovi 

told me, when I asked about guideline number 

three. “You can do this big bang style, as Rus- 
sia did, but I don’t think that worked very well. 
Or you can do it step-by-step, watching what will 
happen. I am one of the ones who prefer step-by- 
step. I think of it as testing the stones of the river, 
one foot at a time, to see if each stone will hold” 

I could see how the guidelines, which were 
released to great fanfare, might look from a 
certain perspective like one more saltshaker 
only a quarter full. This is why so many young 
people spend a lot of time talking to their peers 

WHAT MIGHT THEY SAY, | WONDERED, IF THEY 
COULD TALK DIRECTLY TO A CUBAN I KNEW BUYING 
CANNED TUNA THIS VERY WEEK FOR AN ILLEGAL 
DEPARTURE INTO THE STRAITS OF FLORIDA? 

Cuba. Last year, after months of discussions 
around the country, a remarkable official docu- 
ment called “Guidelines for the Economic and 
Social Policy of the Party and the Revolution” 
was published—313 guidelines, to be exact, each 
one addressing a specific subject, like land use 
or the civic importance of sports. Guideline 
number three declares that the “concentration 
of property’ by individuals, as opposed to the 
state, “will not be permitted” 

What does that mean, exactly? The guide- 
lines don't say. The cynical will tell you it means 
the government shall countenance no threat, 
no real business competition, to the bureau- 
cracies and personal fiefdoms of government 
companies. The less cynical will tell you that 
it means Cuba must manage this move toward 
privatization carefully, while trying to protect 
the services Cubans have come to expect—that 
there remains some genuine national conviction 
in Cuba, no matter how exhausted the socraL- 
ISM OR DEATH! slogans may now appear to the 
young, that it's deeply wrong for certain citizens 
of a nation to make themselves thousands of 
times wealthier than others. 
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about their futures in Cuba, about whether to 
stay or go. There are multiple routes away now, 
most much safer than little boats pushed out to 
sea in the dark. Family members wait out the 
long delays for visas to join relatives abroad. 
Professionals overseas on Cuban service mis- 
sions, like the thousands of medical profes- 

sionals and sports trainers now working in 
Venezuela, sometimes decline to return home. 
“Youre always trying to convince people 
not to leave,’ Higuera said. “Always. I have a 
friend in Madrid now. He got there just in time 
for the crash.” 

What might he and Fernandez say, I won- 
dered, if they could talk directly to a Cuban I 
knew, halfway between their two ages, buying 
canned tuna this very week for an illegal depar- 
ture into the Straits of Florida? 

Higuera sighed. “Td say to him, If youre going 

to do this thing, do it,’ he said. 

I had heard this before, after asking other 
Cubans the same question, and it still surprised 
me a little; I expected to hear the word gusano, 
worm, which in an earlier era was the famous 
public castigation for anybody who abandoned 
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Cockfighting is a long-standing tradition that survived the revolution and thrives in rural 
settings. This young Cuban cradles a contestant in the province of Pinar del Rio. 

the revolution. But I never did. People would 
nod and say they understood. Or theyd point 
to a framed picture—on a wall, hanging from 
a rearview mirror—of a relative whod already 
done the same thing. “But I'd tell him to make 
sure he’s doing it for himself, not somebody 
elses expectation of him, Higuera said. “And Id 
ask him to look hard at what he sees in other 
places. I really do have hope that things are 
improving here.” 

A week later I went home, and I waited for 

Eduardo to call me collect, as wed both arranged, 

from somewhere in South Florida. Two weeks 
passed without a call. Then another week, and 
then another. I tried the Havana cell phone Edu- 
ardo had been using, but there was no answer, 

and finally I called his brother, who immigrated 
to Mexico a few years ago to marry a Mexican 
woman he had met in Cuba. 

The phone connection was bad, and I wasnt 
sure how much was safe to say. I was an Ameri- 
can who had befriended Eduardo in Havana, I 

said, and I just wondered—how he was, that was 
all. I said he had spoken of an impending vaca- 
tion. His brother became very excited. “He didnt 

make it,’ he said in Spanish. He was shouting 
into the phone. “There was a problem with the 
boat. El timon. They didnt make it.’ 

I didn't have my dictionary in reach, and I 
didn't know what a timon was, and all I could 

think was that it was like tiburé6n, which means 

shark. “Tell me what that means,’ I said urgently, 
and Eduardos brother said he didn’t know how 
to describe it exactly but that it was a boat part, 
a thing that had failed before they were too far 
out, and it was all right, they had used the oars, 
they were back in Cuba. No one was arrested. 
He was going to wait a while, Eduardos brother 
said, and stay in their mother’s apartment with 
his wife while he saved some more money. 

After we hung up I got the dictionary. A timén 
is a rudder. I had a picture in my mind now, 
what had happened to Eduardo: Floating in the 
sea, the rudder broken, he and his companions 

had surely discussed it for a time, what would 
happen if they tried to motor on, toward a land- 
fall they couldnt see, with nothing beneath them 
to keep the direction true. Then they turned the 
boat around, back into the piece of the ocean 
they already knew, and rowed home. U 
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Preparing to launch from 

the sea to the sea ice, an 

emperor penguinreaches_ - 

maximum speed. : , 



VELOCITY 
Awkward on land, emperor penguins soar through the sea. 

Now scientists have discovered the secret of their speed. 
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An airborne penguin shows why it has 

a need for speed: To get out of the water, 

it may have to clear several feet of ice. 

A fast exit also helps it elude leopard seals, ‘\ 

which often lurk at the ice edge. 





OGER HUGHES has never seen emperor 
penguins in the wild. But when he saw 
them in a BBC documentary, rocket- 

ing through the sea with trails of bubbles in 
their wakes, he had an insight that would lead 
to a surprising discovery. A marine biologist 
at Bangor University in north Wales, Hughes 
had recently been talking with his wife about 
the lubricating properties of new competitive 
swimsuits. He wondered: Maybe those bubbles 
help penguins swim faster. 

Over beer in a pub, Hughes bounced his hy- 
pothesis off his friend John Davenport, a marine 
biologist at University College Cork in Ireland. 
“Roger thought I'd have the answer straight- 
away, says Davenport, who studies the relation- 
ship between animals’ body structures and their 
movements. But he didn't know what the bubbles 

Seeing Penguins From Space 

Recent analysis of satellite imagery 

identified four new colonies and 
nearly doubled the total estimated 

population of emperor penguins. 
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did for the penguins. It turns out no one else 
knew either. The two men combed the scientific 
literature and found that the phenomenon had 
never even been studied. So they decided to do 
it themselves. 

With the help of Poul Larsen, a mechanical 
engineer at the Technical University of Denmark, 
they analyzed hours of underwater footage and 
discovered that the penguins were doing some- 
thing that engineers had long tried to do with 
boats and torpedoes: They were using air as a 
lubricant to cut drag and increase speed. 

When an emperor penguin swims through 
the water, it is slowed by the friction between its 
body and the water, keeping its maximum speed 
somewhere between four and nine feet a sec- 
ond. But in short bursts the penguin can double 
or even triple its speed by releasing air from its 
feathers in the form of tiny bubbles. These reduce 
the density and viscosity of the water around 
the penguin’s body, cutting drag and enabling 
the bird to reach speeds that would otherwise 
be impossible. (As an added benefit, the extra 
speed helps the penguins avoid predators such 
as leopard seals.) 

The key to this talent is in the penguins feath- 
ers. Like other birds, emperors have the capacity 
to fluff their feathers and insulate their bodies 
with a layer of air. But whereas most birds have 
rows of feathers with bare skin between them, 
emperor penguins have a dense, uniform coat of 
feathers. And because the bases of their feathers 
include tiny filaments—just 20 microns in di- 
ameter, less than half the width of a thin human 

hair—air is trapped in a fine, downy mesh and 
released as microbubbles so tiny that they form 
a lubricating coat on the feather surface. 

Though feathers are not an option for ships, 
technology may finally be catching up with bi- 
ology. In 2010 a Dutch company started selling 
systems that lubricate the hulls of containerships 
with bubbles. Last year Mitsubishi announced 
that it had designed an air-lubrication system 
for supertankers. But so far no one has designed 
anything that can gun past a leopard seal and 
launch over a wall of sea ice. That's still propri- 
etary technology. —Glenn Hodges 
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An emperor's dense feathers—about a 

hundred per square inch that overlap like 

roof tiles—seal out water and trap air in 

a downy underlayer. When released, the air 
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After hunting at sea to get food for their 

chicks, adult penguins swim at the surface, 

which loads their plumage with air. Then 

they'll dive deep, gather speed, and race 

toward their exit hole. 
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The danger of ambush by leopard seals 

is greatest when entering the water, 

so penguins sometimes linger at the edge 

of an ice hole for hours, waiting for one 

bold bird to plunge in. Life is safer at the 

colony (left), where predators are few 

and company is close. 



Emperors can bolt away for any number 

of reasons, as photographer Paul Nicklen 

discovered when he spooked this group. 

“A tenth of a second after | took this 

picture, all | could see were bubbles.” 
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Without the safety of numbers, a lone penguin 

corkscrews to get a 360-degree view of its 

surroundings. When it leaps from the water, 

it will land with a thump and a squeak and 

leave its most graceful moves behind. : 
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Following a subtle trail of artifacts, 

a Canadian archaeologist searches for 

a lost chapter of New World history. 

BY HEATHER PRINGLE 
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Daring Viking seafarers 
used ships like this“ 
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SOMETHING ABOUT 

THE STRANGE STRANDS 

DIDN'T FIT. 

Patricia Sutherland spotted it right away: the 
weird fuzziness of them, so soft to the touch. 

The strands of cordage came from an aban- 
doned settlement at the northern tip of Canada’s 
Baffin Island, far above the Arctic Circle and 

north of Hudson Bay. There indigenous hunt- 
ers had warmed themselves by seal-oil lamps 
some 700 years ago. In the 1980s a Roman 
Catholic missionary had also puzzled over the 
soft strands after digging hundreds of delicate 
objects from the same ruins. Made of short hairs 
plucked from the pelt of an arctic hare, the cord- 
age bore little resemblance to the sinew that Arc- 
tic hunters twisted into string. How did it come 
to be here? The answer eluded the old priest, so 
he boxed up the strands with the rest of his finds 
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and delivered them to the Canadian Museum of 
Civilization in Gatineau, Quebec. 

Years passed. Then one day in 1999 Suther- 
land, an Arctic archaeologist at the museum, 
slipped the strands under a microscope and 
saw that someone had spun the short hairs into 
soft yarn. The prehistoric people of Baffin Is- 
land, however, were neither spinners nor weav- 

ers; they stitched their clothing from skins and 
furs. So where could this spun yarn have come 
from? Sutherland had an inkling. Years earlier, 
while helping to excavate a Viking farmhouse in 
Greenland, she had seen colleagues dig bits of 
similar yarn from the floor of a weaving room. 
She promptly got on the phone to an archae- 
ologist in Denmark. Weeks later an expert on 



Donny Pitseolak patrols for polar bears on the shores of Baffin Island, where archaeologists have 

discovered cordage made the Viking way (facing page) and other evidence of European contact. 

Viking textiles informed her that the Canadian 
strands were dead ringers for yarn made by 
Norse women in Greenland. “That stopped me 
in my tracks,’ Sutherland recalls. 

The discovery raised tantalizing questions 
that came to haunt Sutherland and drive more 
than a decade of dogged scientific sleuthing. 
Had a Norse party landed on the remote Baffin 
Island coast and made friendly contact with its 
native hunters? Did the yarn represent a key to 
a long lost chapter of New World history? 

VIKING SEAFARERS were the explorers par excel- 
lence of medieval Europe. Crafting sturdy wood- 
en sailing ships that inspire awe even today, 
they set sail from their Scandinavian homeland 

hungering for land, gold, and treasure. Some 
voyaged west to what is now Scotland, England, 
and Ireland in the eighth century, bringing death 
by the sword in raids immortalized in medieval 
manuscripts. Many turned to foreign commerce. 
As early as the ninth century Viking merchants 
nudged eastward along the shores of the White 
and Black Seas and navigated the shoals of east- 
ern European rivers. They founded cities on ma- 
jor Eurasian trade routes and bartered for the 
finest wares from the Old World—glassware 
from the Rhine Valley, silver from the Middle 

East, shells from the Red Sea, silk from China. 

The most adventurous set their courses far 
west, into the treacherous fogbound waters of 
the North Atlantic. In Iceland and Greenland, 
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Viking colonists carved out farming settlements 
and filled storehouses with Arctic luxuries des- 
tined for European markets, from walrus ivory 
to spiraling narwhal tusks that were sold as uni- 
corn horns. Some chieftains, fearless in the face 
of the unknown, pressed farther west, navigating 
through iceberg-strewn waters to the Americas. 

Sometime between A.D. 989 and 1020, Vi- 

king seafarers—perhaps as many as 90 men 
and women in all—landed on a Newfoundland 
shore and raised three sturdy halls and an assort- 
ment of sod huts for weaving, ironworking, and 
ship repair. In the 1960s a Norwegian adven- 
turer, Helge Ingstad, and his archaeologist wife, 
Anne Stine Ingstad, discovered and excavated 
the overgrown ruins of this ancient base camp 
at a place called LAnse aux Meadows. Later, 
Canadian archaeologists found iron ship rivets 
and other artifacts from what appeared to be 
a Viking shipwreck off the coast of Ellesmere 
Island. But in the years that followed, few other 
traces of the Vikings legendary exploration of 
the New World came to light—that is, until Pa- 
tricia Sutherland came along. 

IN THE SOFT MORNING LIGHT on Baffin Island, 

Sutherland and her field crew wind single file 
down a rocky footpath into a green hollow 
known as Tanfield Valley. The high wind of 
the previous evening has died, and the heavy 
clouds have cleared, leaving blue sky along the 
rugged coast that Viking seafarers once called 
Helluland—“stone slab land.” Long before the 
Vikings arrived, the areas ancient inhabitants 
built a settlement here, at a site known today 
as Nanook. 

As Sutherland clambers down the hill, she 
scans the shoreline warily for polar bears. The 
coast is clear this morning, and as she crosses 
between two freshwater ponds, she marvels 
aloud at the valley's thick, spongy moss. “It’s full 
of greenery, full of turf for making buildings,” 
she says. “It's the greenest valley in the area.” 

Sutherland, now a research fellow at the 

University of Aberdeen, smiles at the perfec- 
tion of it all. Below us lies a protected cove, a 
natural harbor for an oceangoing Viking ship. 
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Few other traces of the Vikings’ legendary exploration of the New World 
came to light—that is, until Patricia Sutherland came along. 

Unearthing what she believes to be a Viking outpost, archaeologist Patricia 

Sutherland (in orange jacket) and her colleagues work in Baffin Island's 

Tanfield Valley, which offered turf for sod shelters and a harbor for ships. 
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Along some boggy patches in the valley, an oily- 
looking microbial slick suggests the presence 
of bog iron, the ore that Viking smiths worked 

expertly. But as Sutherland scrambles up a small 
rise to the excavation, her high spirits evaporate. 
Eight inches of muddy water from the previous 
night's storm flood the pits. Draining them will 
require hours of bucket brigades and pumping. 
“We're running out of time here,’ she snaps. 

With her silver-gray curls, girlish voice, and 
diminutive five-foot-nothing frame, Suther- 
land seems an unlikely expedition leader. But 
the 63-year-old archaeologist is a rolling storm 
in camp. She is the first up each morning and 
the last to crawl into a sleeping bag at night. 
In between she seems to be everywhere—flip- 
ping pancakes, making lunches for Inuit elders, 
checking the camp’s electric bear fence. She 
makes nearly every decision, whether large or 
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small. Just three months earlier she underwent 

major shoulder surgery; after four weeks of ex- 
cavation her left arm is so swollen that she tucks 
it into a sling. 

But Sutherland is nothing if not determined. 
In 1999 the discovery of the yarn sent her back 
to the storage rooms at the Canadian Museum of 

Civilization. She began scrutinizing artifacts that 
other archaeologists had dug from sites of Arctic 
hunters known today as the Dorset, who ranged 
the eastern Arctic coast for nearly 2,000 years 
until their mysterious disappearance in the late 
14th century. Poring over hundreds of presum- 
ably Dorset artifacts, often under a microscope, 
Sutherland discovered more pieces of spun yarn 
that had come from four major sites—Nungu- 
vik, Tanfield Valley, Willows Island, and the 
Avayalik Islands—scattered along a thousand 
miles of coastline, from northern Baffin Island to 
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Sutherland found several carvings of what looked to be European 
faces, with long noses and prominent eyebrows. 

northern Labrador. Sutherland also noticed 
something decidedly odd about the collections 
from these sites. Teams working there had 
turned up numerous pieces of wood, despite 
the fact that the landscape is treeless tundra. 
To Sutherland’s astonishment, she discovered 

fragments of what seemed to be tally sticks, 
used by Vikings for recording trade transac- 
tions, and spindles, which might have been for 
spinning fibers. She also noted scraps of wood 
with square nail holes and possibly iron stains. 
One was radiocarbon-dated to the 14th century, 
toward the end of the Norse era in Greenland. 

The more Sutherland sifted through the old 
Dorset collections, the more evidence she found 
that Vikings had come to these shores. While 
examining the stone tools, she discovered nearly 
30 traditional Norse whetstones, standard gear 
for Viking men and women. She also found 
several Dorset carvings of what looked to be 
European faces, with long noses, prominent 

eyebrows, and possibly beards. 
All these artifacts pointed strongly to friend- 

ly contact between Dorset hunters and Viking 
seafarers. But to gather more clues, Sutherland 
needed to excavate, and Tanfield Valley seemed 
the most promising of the four sites. In the 1960s 
American archaeologist Moreau Maxwell had 
dug part of a peculiar stone-and-turf structure 
there. The ruins, he later wrote, were “very dif- 
ficult to interpret,’ but he finally concluded that 
wandering Dorset hunters had built some sort 
of house there. Sitting in her office, surrounded 

by trays of Viking artifacts, Sutherland found 
that hard to believe. The Dorset had built snug 
homes the size of an average modern bedroom. 
The house in Tanfield Valley, one wall of which 
measured more than 40 feet long, would have 

been much, much larger. 

ON A COLD ARCTIC AFTERNOON Sutherland 
hunches over a square of earth inside the myste- 
rious stone ruins. With the tip of her trowel she 
loosens a small piece of whale bone. Lifting the 
piece free, she brushes away the dirt, revealing 
two drill holes. The Dorset had no drills—they 
made holes by gouging—but Viking carpenters 

Did Vikings use these notched sticks to record 

trade transactions? Patricia Sutherland thinks so. 

stowed augers in their tool chests, and they often 
drilled holes for wooden dowels used to fasten 
pieces of wood together. 

Sutherland slips the find into a plastic bag. 
Earlier archaeologists, she explains, excavated 
extensively in the ruins, so she and her colleagues 
must work like forensic investigators, searching 
for minute, overlooked clues that could shed light 

on Tanfield Valleys occupants. In sediments tak- 
en from inside the walls, for example, Sutherland 
spied several tiny pelt fragments. Expert analysis 
later revealed that they belonged to an Old World 
rat species, most probably the black rat, which 
must have reached the Arctic by ship. 

The ruins have yielded other clues that arent 
so subtle. One team member excavated a whale- 
bone shovel closely matching those found in 
Greenland’s Viking settlements. It’s “the exact 
size and material as the spades used to cut sod 
for houses, notes Sutherland. And that makes a 
lot of sense. Sutherland and her colleagues found 
remnants of turf blocks—a material the Vikings 
used to build insulated walls—and a founda- 
tion made of large rocks that appear to have 
been cut and shaped by someone familiar with 
Norse stone masonry. The overall size of the 

Vancouver-based Heather Pringle writes about 

archaeology for a variety of publications. David 
Coventry last photographed Panamas golden chiefs. 
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Skillfully working walrus ivory, Dorset artists portrayed the mysteries and 
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antler (facing page) present a study in contrasts: One face is broad and round, 

features typical of the indigenous Dorset. The other is long and narrow with 

a prominent nose and heavy brows, evoking a European. 
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Lacking bows and arrows 

and living in small bands, 

Dorset hunters, like the 

one shown in this carving, 

likely posed little threat 

to the Vikings. Eventually 

(and mysteriously) the 
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structure, the type of walls, and a drainage chan- 
nel lined with stones resemble features of Viking 
buildings in Greenland. One area still has the 
telltale reek of a latrine. Along the floor, a team 
member excavated hand-size clumps of moss, 
the Viking equivalent of toilet paper. “The Dor- 
set people were never in places long enough to 
build a toilet structure,’ says Sutherland. 

But why would restless Vikings stop long 
enough to build on this blustery corner of Hellu- 
land? What treasures did they seek? 

TOWARD THE END Of the ninth century a wealthy 
Viking trader arrived at the court of King Alfred 
the Great in England. An effusive man dressed 
in rich, foreign attire, Ohthere told of a long voy- 
age he had taken to the coast of the White Sea, 
where northerners known as the Sami had fur- 
nished him with rare Arctic luxuries, from otter 

and marten furs to bushels of soft bird down. 
Then the Viking trader presented the king with 
walrus ivory that could be carved into gleaming 
chess pieces and other exquisite works of art. 

Ohthere was not the only Viking merchant 
who catered to the European appetite for fine 
goods from the frozen north. Each spring, men 
from Greenland’s Western and Eastern Settle- 
ments went north to a rich coastal hunting 
ground known as Nordsetur. Camping along 
the shore, these medieval Greenlanders pursued 
walrus and other Arctic game, filling their boats 
with skins, furs, ivory, and even live polar bear 
cubs for trade abroad. Just two or three days 
west of Nordsetur, across the choppy waters of 
the Davis Strait, lay another, potentially richer 
Arctic treasure-house: Helluland. Its glacier- 
topped mountains loomed forbiddingly, but its 
icy waters teemed with walruses and narwhals, 

and its lands abounded with caribou and small 
fur-bearing animals. 

The Viking seafarers who explored the North 
American coast a thousand years ago likely 
searched, as Ohthere did, for trading partners. 
In Newfoundland, a region they called Vinland, 
the newcomers met with a hostile reception. 
The aboriginal people there were well armed 
and viewed the foreigners as intruders on their 

land. But in Helluland small nomadic bands of 
Dorset hunters may have spotted an opportu- 
nity and rolled out the welcome mat. They had 
few weapons for fighting, but they excelled at 
hunting walruses and at trapping fur-bearing 
animals, whose soft hair could be spun into lux- 

urious yarn. Moreover, some researchers think 
the Dorset relished trade. For hundreds of years 
they had bartered avidly with their aboriginal 
neighbors for copper and other rare goods. 
“They may have been the real entrepreneurs of 
the Arctic,’ says Sutherland. 

With little to fear from local inhabitants, Vi- 
king seafarers evidently constructed a seasonal 
camp in Tanfield Valley, perhaps for hunting as 
well as trading. The area abounded in arctic fox, 
and the foreigners would have had two highly 
desirable goods to offer Dorset hunters for their 
furs: spare pieces of wood that could be carved 
and small chunks of metal that could be sharp- 
ened into blades. Trade in furs and other luxu- 
ries seems to have flourished. Archaeological 
evidence suggests that some Dorset families may 
have prepared animal pelts while camping a 
short stroll away from the Viking outpost. 

Thirteen years ago, when she first spotted the 
curious strands of cordage, Sutherland could 
never have envisioned a small Viking trading 
post standing on the coast of her beloved Arc- 
tic. But for Sutherland much work remains. 
Only a small fraction of Tanfield Valley has 
been investigated, and Sutherland's remark- 
able findings—new evidence of friendly con- 
tact between Viking seafarers and aboriginal 
North Americans, and the discovery of what 
is probably the earliest European fur trade in 
the Americas—have stirred intense controversy 
among many of her colleagues. Archaeology 
is all about interpreting the evidence. As with 
the discovery of LAnse aux Meadows decades 
ago, the fight for acceptance will be hard and 
long. But Sutherland is determined to prove 
the doubters wrong. 

She pulls the mosquito netting over her face 
and resumes digging. “I think there is more to 
dig here, absolutely,’ she says with a smile. “And 
we are going to find much more.” U 
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DASHT-E LUT = IRAN 

Aloft in a wilderness of 

blowing sand, Alain 

Arnoux pilots his 

motorized paraglider 

in tricky winds along a 

massive dune in Iran's 

vast Lut Desert. French 

man Arnoux, a cham- 

pion flier, has assisted 

photographer George 

Steinmetz on more than 

a dozen aerial expedi 

tions to document the 

shape-shifting beauty of 

the world's arid zones. 



RUB AL KHALI «SAUDI ARABIA ‘Young dunes flow like calligraphy 

in the Rub al Khali, Arabic for Empty Quarter. Towering above them, 

a star dune, because of its size, will likely hold its spot for decades. 
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PACIFIC COAST * PERU Strong southerly winds fashion a chain of 

dunes on a remote beach in central Peru. Ocean waves supply huge 

amounts of the dune-building sand. 



PHOTOGRAPHS AND TEXT BY 

GEORGE STEINMETZ 

I got my first lesson 
in the physics of 
sand dunes in 1998 
on an expedition 
into the Sahara. 
In order to take 
aerial photos in 
this remote part 
of the world, I had learned to fly a motorized 
paraglider, one of the lightest and slowest air- 
craft in the world. It weighs a little under a hun- 
dred pounds; its top airspeed is 30 miles an hour. 
And it has no wheels. 

I mastered new skills to fly (and land) the 

paraglider. But there was one I hadn't realized 
I'd need to survive the Sahara: reading sand 
dunes. Just as the sailor watches whitecaps for 
the sudden squall, I had to learn to anticipate the 
invisible currents of air that created the dunes. If 
I wasnt paying attention, I could get caught in 
turbulence—or even a fatal downdraft. 

The Sahara is traversed by endless rows of 
dunes called barchans. The word means “crescent- 
shaped dune’ in the Turkic languages of eastern 
Europe and Central and northern Asia. I had 
become intrigued with them while reading a 
book by Ralph Bagnold, a British Army officer 
who pioneered motorized travel in the Libyan 
Desert in the 1920s and ’30s. Bagnold described 
barchans as life-forms—they move, multiply, 
maintain structure, and adapt to their environ- 
ment. I thought they might be interesting to 
photograph from above. 

But first I had to reach the dunes. I trav- 
eled to the region with France's Alain Arnoux, 
a champion of motorized paragliding. I was 
counting on him to help me fly safely. Getting 
to the barchans took us four days in a four-wheel 
drive, traveling from N'Djamena, the capital of 
Chad, to the far north. The sand that makes 
up the dunes had traveled too, migrating west 
from Egypt and Sudan. We were guided by an 
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BADAIN JARAN «= CHINA [Improbable jewel-bright lakes nestle among 

thousand-foot-high star dunes in a desert where Mongolian goat and sheep 

herders live. They depend on the springs that feed these salt lakes. 



old French map that depicted the dunes as right 
parentheses, all pointing into the wind. 

I did not realize the difficulties that awaited. 
Nor did I realize the allure of dunes. Once I start- 
ed flying in the desert, I came under its spell and 
began what turned out to be a 15-year project 
to photograph the worlds most extreme deserts. 
When we got to the Mourdi Depression, my 

traveling companion had bad news. Shouting 
to be heard over the gale, Alain told me there 
was no way even he could fly in such wind. So 
we drove out into the middle of the broad stony 
basin until we found a 50-foot-tall barchan to 
give us some shelter for the night. 

We awoke before dawn. The wind on the dune 
crest had died down to a breeze. I took off at 
sunrise, running down the windward slope of 
the dune. After gaining 500 feet, I felt like an 
insect flying over an enormous conveyor belt 
in a croissant factory. The barchans stretched 
to the horizon as they combined, separated, and 
spawned progeny. 

I soon became nervous. The wind was much 
faster than I was, so I was being pushed back- 
ward while heading into it. It was like trying to 
swim up a river against a current thats moving 
faster than you can swim. Thats a frightening ex- 
perience for a pilot. You can't see what’s behind 
you, and when you land, you have a hundred 
pounds on your back and a large sail over your 
head that wants to keep moving backward. 

Ground friction slows the wind, especially 
in the morning, so I dropped to within 50 feet 
of the dune crests to advance. After an hour 
even the wind down low began to increase and 
become turbulent. The sun was heating up the 
dark ground, creating bubbles of rising hot air 
that broke up the smooth flow of wind across 
the surface. When I gained altitude to find our 
dune camp, I began flying with the wind in- 
stead of against it and suddenly found myself 
moving ahead at more than 70 miles an hour— 
an alarming speed. I turned into the wind and 

George Steinmetz is the author of the new book 

Desert Air, featuring photos of extreme deserts 
made while he soars in his “flying lawn chair.” 
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hovered like a kite 200 feet above camp. Alain 
came zooming in underneath me. Landing in 
such a gale made me anxious, and I watched to 
see what the champion would do. 

He read the dune like an open book: The wind 
was rushing over the top of its crest and then 
doubling back. To try and land near our cars, 
parked in the dune’s inner arc, would be fatal. 
The paraglider is an inflated wing; in turbulent 
air it could lose rigidity and crumple. Landing on 
the dunes windward slope was a better option, 
but a gust could push us back into the whirl- 
pool of wind—and a nasty mess. As I watched, 
Alain made the prudent choice and landed in 
the gravel plains beside the dune, avoiding the 
turbulence. I soon came down to join him. 

Alain had given me a great lesson in reading 
the winds. After 26 desert flying expeditions, I've 
had a lot of postgraduate training. I have found 
that dunes are both flyable and beautiful in the 
calm first hours of morning. 

And I've learned to be patient and to pick my 
seasons carefully. In the Sahara, for example, fall 
is best because the winds are relatively light and 
the weather is cool. 

I still fear sandstorms, which can come up 
with little notice. [ve even learned how to land 
in them: as soon and as quickly as possible. 
With an aircraft that flies faster than I can run, 
I have also learned that dunes are my friends. 
They're soft and always point the direction to 
a safe landing. You dont need a weatherman to 
know which way the wind blows when you have 
dunes to inform you. 

I have developed a few simple rules. The small- 
est dunes are the ones most affected by the wind, 
so their direction indicates the way the wind is 
blowing. If at all possible, land on the sunny side 
of a sand dune; the shady side usually has down- 
drafts, so you just drop like a stone. White sand 
is safer to fly over than dark sand. Dark sand 
absorbs the heat, then releases it in big bubbles 
of hot air, like a lava lamp. When the sand is 
blowing off the dune crests, it’s a good time to 
be on the ground. And last, it's always better to be 
on the ground wishing you were in the sky than 
in the sky wishing you were on the ground. U 



Sand Dune Covering some 20 percent of the world’s deserts, dunes form wherever 

| : there’s constant wind and loose sand. Size depends on the supply of 

Formation available sand; shapes follow the dictates of wind direction. 

Barchan 

“Barchan” is Turkic for a crescent- 

shaped dune—found on the edge of 
sand seas and formed when the wind 

blows steadily from one direction. 

Unidirectional winds 

Crest — Leeward slope 

Windward 
slope 

PACIFIC COAST. PERU oe 

Seif F 

Elongated, sharp-crested selfs, 

named after the Arabic word for 
sword, take shape in regions with 
moderate sand and shifting winds. 

Slightly variable winds 

SAHARA, CHAD 

Star Dune 

Seasonally changing winds create 

multiarmed, pyramid-shaped dunes. 
Building up more than out, they can 
rise to over a thousand feet. 

Multidirectional winds 

RUB AL KHALI, SAUDI ARABIA 

GRAPHICS: LAWSON PARKER, NGM STAFF 
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A change in wind patterns may explain the desert redesign. 



SAHARA = ALGERIA Villagers in an oasis near Timimoun erect 

fences made of palm fronds to protect their gardens from the 

shifting sand, which settles near the fences as the wind blows. 
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NAMIB DESERT « NAMIBIA Sand repossesses buildings in 

Kolmanskop, a diamond-mining town abandoned in the 1950s. The 

ruins sit near an active sand stream that may someday bury them. 

SAND DUNES 107 
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By Roff Smith 

Photographs by Frans Lanting 

41> 

nticipation ripples through 
the crowd. Fingers tighten around binoculars. 
Camera lenses snap into focus. No fewer than 11 
canopied safari buses, bright with tourists and 
bristling with long lenses, huddle near a solitary 
acacia tree in Tanzanias Serengeti National Park. 
For the past half hour a mother cheetah named 
Etta has been sitting in the shade with her four 
young cubs, eyeing a herd of Thomsons gazelles 
that drifted into view on a nearby rise. Now she's 
up and moving, sidling toward the herd with a 
studied nonchalance that fools no one, least of 
all the gazelles, which are staring nervously in 
her direction. 

Suddenly one of the guides shouts, as the 
gazelles break and run and Etta launches into 
an explosive sprint. The sleek cat is too fast for 
the eye to follow, blurring through the grass like 
a bullet. The drama is over in seconds, ending 
with a puff of dust and a stranglehold on a luck- 
less young gazelle. As Etta drags the carcass back 
to her cubs, they emerge from the scrub eager 
to tuck into the feast. The safari buses are only 
seconds behind, the drivers jockeying to get the 
best camera angles for their customers. 

Cheetahs have come to occupy a curious place 
in the human imagination. Beautiful and exotic, 
sports car fast and famously docile, they are as 
much media stars as denizens of the wild, dar- 

lings of filmmakers and advertisers the world 
over. Tap “cheetah” and “images” into your 
computers search bar, and more than 20 million 
results pop up—from fashion shoots to flashy 

Roff Smith wrote about Australias Fraser Island in 

September 2010. Frans Lanting has documented 
wildlife from the Amazon to Antarctica. 
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car ads to photos of pet cheetahs riding in the 
backseats of Mercedes convertibles. 

All this pop culture presence might create the 
impression that cheetahs are as secure in nature 
as they are in the popular imagination. They are 
not. In fact, cheetahs are the most vulnerable of 

the world’s big cats, surprisingly rare and grow- 
ing steadily rarer. A few centuries ago cheetahs 
roamed from the Indian subcontinent to the 
shores of the Red Sea and throughout much of 
Africa. As fleet of foot as they are, though, they 
couldn't outrun the long reach of humanity. To- 
day the Asiatic cheetah, the elegant subspecies 
that once graced the royal courts of India, Persia, 



A nearly grown cheetah cub picks its way through a maze of safari vans in 

Kenya’s Masai Mara National Reserve. Tourism, lions, and encroaching herds 

of cattle all add to the challenges of growing up on the African grasslands. 

Mortality rates for cheetah cubs can run as high as 95 percent. 

and Arabia, is all but extinct. In Africa cheetah 

numbers plummeted by more than 90 percent 
during the course of the 20th century, as farmers, 
ranchers, and herdsmen crowded the cats out of 

their habitat, hunters shot them for sport, and 
poachers captured cubs for the lucrative trade 
in exotic pets. In all, fewer than 10,000 cheetahs 
survive in the wild today. 

Even within Africas great game parks, chee- 
tahs are under heavy pressure. Shy and delicately 
built, the only big cats that cannot roar, they are 
bullied into the margins by lions, which are far 
stronger both in body and number. Consider 
Tanzanias Serengeti National Park and the 

adjoining Masai Mara National Reserve in Kenya. 
Taken together the two parks are home to more 
than 3,000 lions, an estimated 1,000 leopards, and 

a mere 300 cheetahs. And despite their celebrity 
status, cheetahs lose out to lions in the tourism 
stakes as well. “Cheetahs tend to be something 
people look for on their second safari,’ says 
guide Eliyahu Eliyahu. “The first time around 
is all about seeing lions. The trouble is, where 
you have a big lion population, you will never 
have many cheetahs.” 

IF CHEETAHS SEEM a breed apart, it’s because 
they are. Not only are they a separate species 
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Cheetahs remain highly 
fashionable in Saudi Arabia 
and the Gulf states. “A rich, 

young man buys himself 

a cheetah to go with his 

sports car. It’s typically a 
new-money thing.” 
—Mordecai Ogada 

from the other great cats, but they belong to 
a separate genus as well, a genus with just 
one member: themselves. Their genus name, 
Acinonyx, comes from Greek words for “thorn” 
and “claw” and refers to the cheetahs curious 
semi-retractable claw, a feature they share with 
no other cat. Unlike lions and leopards, whose 
fully retractable claws are tools designed for tear- 
ing flesh and climbing trees, cheetahs have claws 
that are more like the spikes on a sprinter’s track 
shoe and serve a similar function: solid grip and 
quick acceleration. 

Everything about a cheetah is designed for 
speed—pure, raw, explosive speed. Put a cheetah 
and a Lamborghini side by side on a freeway, 
and it will be an even-money bet which will 
smash the speed limit first. Both can do zero 
to 60 in under three seconds, but the cheetah 

can crack 45 miles an hour in the first couple of 
strides. And what strides. Thanks to its flexible 
spine and long, fluid legs, a cheetah can gobble 
up turf in bounds that exceed 25 feet. An elite 
human athlete who could leap that far even 
once, after a good run, would be well on his or 

her way to qualifying for the Olympic Games. 
A cheetah sprinting at top speed might be doing 
that up to four times a second. 

Such superhuman abilities lent cheetahs an 
otherworldly aura in ancient times. Egyptians 
were the first people to tame them as pets and 
immortalize them in images on tombs and 
temples, nearly 4,000 years ago. In India, Iran, 
and Arabia, coursing with cheetahs—or “hunt- 
ing leopards,’ as they were known—became an 
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immensely popular sport among the aristocracy. 
In the courts of the Mogul emperors, cheetahs 
became a kind of motif, celebrated in paintings 
and tapestries, folklore and verse. Favorite chee- 
tahs were adorned with jeweled collars and fea- 
tured prominently in royal processions. 

Cheetahs remain highly fashionable in Saudi 
Arabia and the Gulf states, where a cub can fetch 
upwards of $10,000. “A rich, young man buys 
himself a cheetah to go with his sports car,’ says 
Mordecai Ogada, a Kenyan wildlife biologist who 
has studied cheetah-human relationships and 
wildlife trafficking. “It’s typically a new-money 
thing nowadays.” 
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Rescued as a cub from the hands of a poacher, five-year-old Koshki grew up 

in a reserve in northeast Iran. He’s one of only two Asiatic cheetahs living in 

captivity. A thick tuft of fur on his shoulders, needed for bitter winters on the 

high steppes of central Iran, sets him apart from African cheetahs. 

In places such as the United Arab Emirates 
cheetahs occupy a kind of legal limbo. “The 
importation is clandestine,’ says Ogada, “but 
once there, the trade is open. Trafficked cheetahs 
can easily be ‘laundered’ and made to appear as 
though they were legally bred in captivity. It's 
difficult to determine the source of cubs un- 
less you do genetic analysis and identify them 
as members of a subspecies that's endemic to a 
particular area.” 

How great a toll trafhicking is taking on the 
world’s dwindling cheetah population is anyones 
guess, but evidence suggests that trade in wild 
cheetah cubs is a large-scale enterprise. Even 

a cursory trawl of the Internet turns up plenty 
of cubs being offered for sale by “breeders” in 
places like Dubai. Several cheetah smugglers 
were arrested last year in Tanzania and Kenya, 
and there were rumors of cheetah cubs being 
offered for sale as far afield as Cameroon. 

“I suspect the problem is bigger than we 
imagine, says Yeneneh Teka, head of Ethiopias 
Wildlife Development and Protection Director- 
ate. “There is a great deal of money involved, 

and like the people who are smuggling drugs 
and guns, those who smuggle wildlife have well- 
established networks.’ 

Last year Ethiopian authorities cracked down 
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THE ANATOMY OF SPEED 
Virtually every part of a cheetah’s body contributes to the cat's undisputed 

title of fastest land animal. On the hunt, the ultimate sprinter accelerates 2 

to 60-plus miles an hour in three seconds, with bones, muscles, : = 
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Balance and steering a | 
If pursued prey shifts —- = 
direction, a cheetah turns =—ah 
just as quickly, aided by a 

tail that acts like a rudder. 

> 
Back and front legs 

Long, slender bones increase stride yet 

can take high-speed impact. The way 
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lets the cat quickly kick into high gear. 
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TOP SPEED OF FIVE LAND ANIMALS s 

as CHEETAH (65 mph) 

THOMSON’S GAZELLE (56 mph) 

HORSE (38 mph) 
GREYHOUND (36 mph) 

LION (34 mph) 
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THE CHASE 
Top speed, reached in three 

seconds, can be sustained 

for 300 to 450 yards. 

Exhausted, the cat must 

rest 15 minutes or longer. 

Propulsive spine 

A strongly muscled and hypertlexible 

spine helps a galloping cheetah reach 

strides that can surpass 25 feet. For 

half that length, the cat is airborne. 

Maximum air intake 

Large sinuses and nasal passages 

fill much of the skull. The trade-off: 

smaller jaws and teeth. Cheetahs kill 

with a suffocating throat hold rather 

than a spine-severing bite. 

Oxygen delivery 

Oversize lungs and a large 

heart take in and distribute the 
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Front legs 

Upper leg muscles attach to shoulder 

blades in a way that lengthens stride. 

Muscle, not collarbone, links shoulder 

blades, enhancing flexibility. Claws, 

never fully retracted, dig in for traction. 
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One supermom is known 

to have mothered at least 
10 percent of all the adult 

cheetahs in the southern 
Serengeti. No other carnivore 

“relies so heavily on the 

success of so few females.” 
—Sarah Durant 

on wildlife smuggling and instituted a training 
program for border guards and customs officials. 
The stepped-up enforcement paid off when off- 
cials intercepted a consignment of cheetah cubs 
as they were being smuggled into Somalia. 

“While the border guards were examining 
the truck’s paperwork, they heard scratching 
sounds coming from a jerry can that was sup- 
posed to be full of petrol, Teka says. “When 
they opened it up, they found five tiny cheetah 
cubs in very poor condition.’ One of the cubs 
died. The other four, after weeks of veterinary 
care, were taken to a wildlife sanctuary operated 
by the Born Free Foundation an hour north of 
Addis Ababa, where they will spend the rest of 
their lives. Although it's a happy ending for the 
four survivors, it’s a net loss for the species. 
“They ll never be able to return to the wild,’ 

says Ogada. “Even if you could teach them to 
hunt, humans can’t teach cubs how to recognize 
and avoid predators such as lions and hyenas.’ 
And although some cheetahs have been suc- 
cessfully rewilded on large, fenced reserves in 
South Africa, the wide-open grasslands are a far 
more dangerous place to grow up. Orphaned 
cubs “wouldnt stand a chance in a place like the 
Serengeti, says Ogada. 

Even mother cheetahs find it difficult to raise 
cubs in the wild, where mortality among cubs 
can run as high as 95 percent. The great major- 
ity of cubs may never make it out of the den 
in which they’re born. They're killed in raids 
by lions or hyenas, or they die of exposure, or 
they re abandoned by mothers that arent skillful 
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enough hunters to support them. Indeed, many 
female cheetahs go their entire lives without 
raising a single cub to maturity. 

THERE ARE A RARE FEW, however, that somehow 

manage to beat the odds and enjoy astonish- 
ing success in raising cubs, some even fostering 
the offspring of other females. Superb hunters 
and wise in the ways of the bush, these super- 
moms manage to make a kill nearly every day 
while keeping their brood safe on the wide-open 
stage of the African grasslands, beneath the very 
noses of lions and hyenas. One such supermom, 
a seven-year-old named Eleanor, is known to 
have mothered at least 10 percent of all the adult 
cheetahs in the southern Serengeti. 

“Tm not aware of any other carnivore whose 
survival relies so heavily on the success of so few 
females,’ says Sarah Durant of the Zoological 
Society of London. Durant directs the Serengeti 
Cheetah Project, one of the world’s longest run- 
ning carnivore studies. Now in its 38th year, the 
project has chronicled the lives and maternal 
pedigrees of generations of the Serengeti’s chee- 
tahs. It is hot, dusty work, involving long hours 
bouncing over the grasslands in hard-bitten Land 
Rovers seeking out the most elusive of Africas 
great cats. It was Durant’s painstaking research 
that revealed the vital importance of supermoms. 

Though the matriarchal lines of the Serengeti’s 
cheetah population are now well documented, 
paternity is another matter. Wildlife biologist 
Helen O'Neill waits patiently in her Land Rov- 
er a short distance from where three cheetah 
brothers—Mocha, Latte, and Espresso, known 
collectively as the Coffee Boys—lie sprawled in 
the shade of a ballanite tree. O'Neill is on what is 
delicately referred to as “poop patrol,” collecting 
feces dropped by specific, identifiable cheetahs. 
Scientists at the Zoological Society of London are 
able to extract DNA samples and hope to fill in 
the paternal side of the Serengeti’s family trees. 

Analysis so far suggests that cheetah females 
are far more promiscuous than anyone sus- 
pected: In as many as half their litters, the cubs 
have different fathers. “We suspect this kind of 
multiple mating could have genetic benefits in 
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an uncertain environment, says Durant. “Think 
of it as bet hedging by the cheetah mothers to try 
to ensure that some of their progeny survive.” 

A WORLD AWAY FROM the sunlit grasslands of the 
Serengeti, late on a cold, clear winter's afternoon, 
alone male cheetah picks his way along a snow- 
dusted ridgeline. He pauses briefly to scent mark 
a tamarisk tree, then slinks out of view of the 

remotely operated video camera that has been 
recording his passage. 

The concealed camera is one of 80 camera 
traps that have been deployed around the Dasht-e 
Kavir, a remote region in Iran’s mountainous 

central plateau, in the hopes of glimpsing one 
of the world’s rarest and most elusive big cats: 
the Asiatic cheetah. 
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RUNNING OUT OF ROOM 
Cheetahs once ranged across much of 

Africa and Asia, but the spread of farms, 
ranches, and other human settlements 
has reduced their habitat by more than 

90 percent since 1900. 
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“It's like a dream come true when we get some- 
thing like this,” says Iranian wildlife biologist 
Houman Jowkar of the 27 seconds of footage. 

Jowkar is with the Conservation of the Asiatic 

Cheetah Project, which was set up by Iran’s 
Department of Environment in 2001 in a bid 
to save the last remaining population of these 
endangered cheetahs. “These cats are incredibly 
rare, says Jowkar. “We have game wardens who 

have lived and worked in these mountains for 
years but have never seen a live cheetah.” 

The camera-trap program has helped Ira- 
nian scientists determine roughly how many 
cheetahs are left and where they live—vital 
information for developing a conservation 
strategy. “We're lucky these beautiful cats are 
spotted,” Jowkar says. “By using their unique coat 
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“Cheetahs have not been 

pushed into these moun- 
tains recently. They’ve 

been here for thousands of 
years. People don’t realize 

how tough and versatile 

cheetahs really are.” 
—Luke Hunter 

patterns, we can identify them individually and 
work out their population and distribution.” 

All the same, saving the Asiatic cheetah will 
be a tall order. Its downfall traces back to the 
glory days of the Mogul Empire, when hunting 
with cheetahs became all the rage. One Mogul 
emperor is said to have collected more than 9,000 
cheetahs during his 49-year reign. 

Compare then and now. In ten years of setting 
out scores of cameras, Iranian researchers have so 
far managed to obtain a mere 192 fleeting images. 
Those images document 76 gaunt individuals, 
pretty much all that remains of a noble subspecies 
of cheetah that once roamed throughout much 
of Asia. Today's survivors eke out a precarious 
existence. Stalking antelope and mountain sheep 
on steep, stony slopes, they compete with wolves 
and even humans, for whom gazelles and sheep 
are also a handy food source. 

“They are living on a knife edge, at the very 
limit of what is ecologically possible,’ says Luke 

conservation group dedicated to preserving big 
cats, and a collaborator on the Iranian cheetah 

project. “What's intriguing, though, is that these 
cheetahs have not been pushed into these moun- 
tains recently. They've been here for thousands 
of years. People don't realize how tough and 
versatile cheetahs really are” 

Indeed they are. Despite their vulnerability, 
cheetahs are one of the world’s hardiest and 
shrewdest survivors, enduring both the bitter 
winters of the Iranian steppes and the scorching 
heat of the Sahara wadis. “They are not just fast,’ 
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says Algerian wildlife biologist Farid Belbachir, 

who has been setting camera traps in Algerias 
Ahaggar Mountains, trying to capture images 
of the critically endangered Saharan cheetah. 
“They understand the landscape. They've figured 
out how to use the narrow parts of the wadis 
to launch their attacks, to give their prey less 
opportunity to escape.” 

BACK IN SERENGETI National Park, it’s now in 
the shank of the afternoon, with the hot taste of 
dust in the air and thunderheads tumbling and 
billowing along the horizon. For the past hour 
or so Etta has been creeping up on a big male 



A young cheetah mother named Etta by researchers scans the 

Serengeti for signs of danger while her four 12-week-old cubs 

wrestle. A long-running study has found that the majority of cubs 

here are raised by a small group of cheetah supermoms. 

gazelle, drawing to within 40 yards of him, while 
he has remained oblivious to her presence. 

“It's too early to tell if Etta is going to turn out 
to be asupermum, Durant says. “This is only 
her first litter. But the fact that she has brought 
four cubs out of the den and has raised them this 
far is an encouraging sign.” 

The gazelle is big and healthy, with a lot of 
meat on him. Etta takes another couple of quick, 
furtive steps forward, then crouches and waits, 

looking like a sprinter on the starting blocks, 
poised and ready for the gun. 

A tense minute crawls by, then another. 
Suddenly, and seemingly for no reason at all, 

Etta just stands up and strolls away. Something 
doesnt feel right to her—a whiff of hyena on the 
breeze or maybe the scent of lions. Whatever it 
is, to a mother of four young cubs alone on the 
Serengeti, one fat gazelle isn't worth the risk. She 
beckons to her cubs to come along, and together 
they trot off into the violet haze. 0 

BIG CAT WEEK 

In support of National Geo- 

1 _ graphic’s Big Cats Initiative, 

Nat Geo WILD presents 

a week of exotic felines. 

Prime time in December: 

check local listings. 
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A male cheetah assumes 

a lookout pose in a fig tree 

in Kenya’s Masai Mara National 

Reserve. His prospects are 

sobering. Shy and aloof by 

nature, requiring vast spaces 

to live and hunt, the planet’s 

fastest sprinters are in a race 

for their very survival. 
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A TRACTOR ROAD MUDDIED BY AUTUMN RAIN IN LEE COUNTY 



RETURN 
) IO THE 

ARKANSAS 

The delta west of the 

Mississippi River was 

once a place where 

sharecroppers lived in 

segregation and poverty 

yet forged a vibrant 

community. Industrial 

farming has erased their 

culture, leaving behind 

endless sky and few 

people. Eugene Richards 

documented their world 

four decades ago. Now 

he returns to where his 

pictures began. 
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By Charles Bowden 

Photographs and Captions by Eugene Richards 

A flashback strikes, and the photographer is once again 

walking across the field as our car drives down the two-lane road in the Arkansas 

Delta. “It had to have happened close to here,’ he says, and looks out the car win- 

dow with sad eyes. Beyond the plowed ground are the remains of a sharecropper's 

shack that has been made irrelevant by the mechanical revolution of the past 70 

years. “I’m walking with Dorothea across a plowed field to visit some people who 

lived in that shack,’ he says in his soft voice. “And then a crop duster sees me, 

sweeps down, and empties his tank of chemicals on us. She really gets drenched.’ 

He stops. The woman who was with him at 
that moment became his wife. She later got breast 
cancer, and he always wondered if that shower 
of chemicals had something to do with it. The 
sun is bright, wisteria gone wild is climbing 
roadside trees, its lavender flowers hanging 40 
feet in the air. The air is fresh with April, a hint 
of rain, and the stands of forest roar with spring. 
At dawn low clouds scud over the land, then the 
sun comes on, and the world begins again. 

“That's it. That's all I can remember about 
that day.” 

The photographer is a white man who had 
come from Boston to the small town of Augus- 
ta during the civil rights era of the late sixties, 
and he now believes it was the most important 
time of his life. He was with VISTA (Volunteers 
in Service to America), working in a day-care 
center for black and white kids, and it wasn't 
long before his presence seemed to unsettle the 
white population of the town. His name is Eu- 
gene Richards, and because of an incident one 
night all those years ago, much about those days 
and nights is beyond his reach. 
Memory comes and goes here on the delta, 

mainly goes. 
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THE ARKANSAS DELTA IS A SERIES OF RIVER 
basins that empty into the Mississippi from the 
west: the St. Francis, the White, and the Ar- 

kansas. Various agricultural systems have been 
tried here—slavery, sharecropping, industrial 
farming—all producing wealth for a handful 
amid widespread poverty. The ancient forests 
have been cut, many towns have dwindled into 
ghosts, and yet there is this one thing: The place 
still beckons, captures the heart, and persists like 
the blues songs that grew out of the pain and the 
rough-edged Saturday nights. 

There are soft reasons for hope on the delta: 
the sentimental tug of the light at dawn, the 
scent of violent growth in the remaining woods, 
the lazy movement of the rivers across the pan of 
dirt. But none of this makes up for a hard history 
of poverty, lynchings, and an out-migration into 
cities because of a rejection by the delta itself. 

The delta is the soul of the South, a place 
always becoming a New South and yet always 
shrouded in its past, a place that gave the nation 
the blues and harbored the Ku Klux Klan and in 
the sixties was a cauldron of social change that 
boiled up in young black people and spilled over 
to young white people all across the country. 



1970: I photographed the Landers sisters on the steps of Mount Calver Baptist Church 

of Christ, the makeshift chapel built by their preacher father in a shack in Rawlinson. 

Now it is a vast agricultural machine that has 
swept clean the land, that seems to hardly need 
people or towns. 

Eugene Richards falls silent. We drive on. 
The flashback fades, the land remains, the place 

of the great river and the phantom chords of 
American memory. 

THE SOIL HERE IS SOME OF THE MOST FERTILE 
in the world, but that has not been enough. Sixty 
million years ago the Gulf of Mexico extended all 
the way to Missouri. As the sea gradually with- 
drew, multiple rivers remained, including the 
Mississippi and its tributaries, which laid down 
deposits of deep soil, richer than dreams. Some 
12,000 years ago the Ice Age ended, the glaciers 
melted, the rivers rose, and then came flood after 
flood, blanketing the delta of the mighty Missis- 
sippi. Annual flooding continued to build up the 
regions loamy, alluvial deposits, which measure 
a hundred feet deep in places. 

American settlers arrived in the Arkansas 
Delta around 1800 and confronted a place of 
forbidding forests amid swamps, a different 
landscape from what you see today. A few dec- 
ades later, as forests were cleared and swamps 

drained, the delta became a promised land. The 
plantation system took hold, though Arkansas 
generally lacks the big Greek Revival mansions 
of the movies. There simply wasnt enough time: 
The big plantation houses were just getting built 
here when the Civil War changed everything. 

This chapter of Arkansas Delta history is 
written on the streets of Cotton Plant, a town 

of 649 people. In 1846 a man named William 
Lynch came over from Mississippi, threw up a 
house and store, and tried growing something 
relatively new for these parts. King Cotton began 
its reign. By then the Arkansas Delta was experi- 
encing a period of dramatic growth. Steamboats 
on the Arkansas rivers could easily transport 
cotton to markets down in New Orleans. The 
state’s estimated annual per capita income was 
$68—three dollars more than the national aver- 
age. Slavery is what made the growth possible. 
By the outbreak of the Civil War some delta 
counties had more blacks than whites. 

Today on Cotton Plant’s main street the old 
Presbyterian church melts like wax in the sun. In 
front of the police station are two public benches, 
both chained. Old men sit in the shade by the 
dead downtown. “There used to be a veneer 
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1970: A young marine home on leave stood at attention in front of a sharecropper 

shack where a field worker lived with his blind wife and two blind sons. 

The Elaine massacre is one 

of the largest race killings of 

blacks in U.S. history, but few 

have heard of it. The past can 

be forgotten but not erased. 

plant, and it ran 24 hours a day,’ one old man 
told me. “Now everyone that works has to go 
somewhere else.” 

I AM SEARCHING FOR THE SITE OF THE ELAINE 
massacre, an event that began in a hamlet called 
Hoop Spur, three miles from the town of Elaine. 
In late September 1919 black sharecroppers held 
a meeting at a church in Hoop Spur to discuss 
how to get better prices for their cotton. The 
emancipation of slaves had destroyed the planta- 
tions source of free labor and replaced it with 
the sharecropper system. After the Civil War 
newly freed slaves thought they could work as 
tenant farmers here and escape the repression 
of Dixie. That worked for a while. 

There was gunfire at the sharecropper meeting, 
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and when it ended, a deputy sheriff was wounded 
and a railroad security officer was dead. For days 
afterward mobs of whites roamed with guns and 
hunted blacks in the thickets. U.S. Army troops 
were called in and may also have done some kill- 
ing. Whites called it a black insurrection; blacks 
called it a massacre by whites. No one agrees on 
the tallies. Perhaps five whites were killed. Esti- 
mates run from 20 into the hundreds of black 
men, women, and children dead. The bottom 

line: This is one of the largest race killings of 
blacks in US. history, but most people today have 
never heard of it. I stand in a field where Hoop 
Spur used to be. There are only plowed ground 
and rows of plants. Nothing in the fringe of trees 
tells tales of those days. 

Maybe that is best. Things move on. Or maybe 
the past can be forgotten but not erased. 

THE SLAUGHTER OF THE FORESTS ON THE 
Arkansas side of the Mississippi River lagged 
behind the felling of ancient hardwoods on the 

Charles Bowden recorded oral histories in the 

Mississippi Delta in 1968, just miles from where 
Eugene Richards worked in Arkansas. 



1971: On a freezing Saturday morning the Valentine children watched TV, though the 

plastic and cardboard on the windows barely kept out the wind and cold. 

east side. Not until the early 20th century did 
lumbering turn the delta into a moonscape of 
level fields. The towns along the lower White 
River and its tributaries beckoned sawmills and 
a fistful of woodworking factories. The town of 
Helena was a factory floor for lumber and wood 
veneer in the 1920s. It was an early booster of 
the dream of an industrialized New South that 
never came to pass. 

In the 1940s and ’50s, thanks to the King Bis- 
cuit Time radio show, Helena became the broad- 
cast center for blues drifting across the delta. 
Juke joints boomed on Walnut Street, and whites 
secretly listened to the blues of Muddy Waters, 
Robert Nighthawk, and James Cotton on the 
radio. Then came the civil rights victories, and 
whites pulled their kids from integrated schools. 
Now Helena-West Helena is a collapsed 

place—the final blow came on July 9, 1979, when 
Mohawk Rubber closed and took the last fat 
payroll with it. But there is an effort to make 
the town a cultural center, a shrine to the blues. 

Abandoned buildings say the place is over. The 
blues festival says it may come back. The morn- 
ing light, the passing people who all say hello, 
the green vines that seem to devour all the work 

of human beings, the Mississippi River that licks 
the levees—these things insist that life goes on. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHER IS NOT SURE WHAT 
happened. Eugene Richards was at his boarding- 
house. There may have been a beating, he thinks. 
Maybe it was because two of his black female 
co-workers lived in the same boardinghouse he 
did. The only thing he knows for sure is that he 
ended up with seizures, possibly from a blow to 
the head, and was sent to a psychiatric hospital 
in Texas. When he spoke to his white landlady 
years later, she said she had caught someone 
pinning Ku Klux Klan crosses to the boarding- 
houses gate but hadn't wanted to worry him. 

There were other incidents: his dog, Mange, 
shot to death; lug nuts removed from the wheels 
of his girlfriend's car; a gun pulled on him and 
some black friends at a café; his face cut by a big 
white man with razor blades as Richards came 
out of a black church one Sunday. Two young 
VISTA volunteers were beaten bloody with bro- 
ken coffee cups in a restaurant in nearby Hughes. 
The assailants reportedly thought the men were 
Richards and a co-worker. 

Responding to the abject poverty and racial 
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violence hed witnessed, Richards joined with 
other former VISTA volunteers, including a cou- 
ple from Jowa named Earl and Cherie Anthes, to 
start an antipoverty organization called Respect, 
which published a tiny newspaper, Many Voices. 
Richards began to photograph the changes tak- 
ing place. He covered Klan rallies, the aftermath 
of race killings, black people running for office. 
Now the black-and-white photographs are 

what remain of his time there. There is a fog over 
those years in Arkansas. The blow to Richards’ 
mind left shards of recollection separated by 
huge gaps, little fragments that drift up without 
warning, such as the memory of him crossing 
a plowed field with Dorothea, the woman who 
would become his wife and whom he would 
photograph as she succumbed to the cancer that 
would kill her. 

IN 1944 AT THE HOPSON PLANTATION ACROSS 
the Mississippi River, an innovation in agricul- 
tural practices would have far-reaching effects 
on the Arkansas Delta. For the first time, an 
entire crop was harvested using a mechanized 
cotton picker, thereby ushering in an era in 
which one machine could replace more than a 
hundred hands doing brutal work in the fields. 

This led to a second wave of the Great Mi- 
gration, an exodus in the forties and fifties and 
sixties of more than five million blacks escap- 
ing poverty and illiteracy and discrimination in 
the Arkansas and Mississippi Deltas and the rest 
of the South for what they hoped was the true 
promised land of urban life. Showing the way 

Just west of the Mississippi River, the 
Arkansas Delta is 17 million acres of 

flat, fertile land laced with tributaries 

and dotted with towns in decline. 
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was a sharecropper turned blues musician 
named Big Bill Broonzy, who had left Arkansas 
for Chicago in the 1920s and sang of his leave- 
taking in “Key to the Highway’: 

I got the key to the highway, 
And I'm billed out and bound to go 
I'm gonna leave here runnin’ 
‘Cause walkin is most too slow. 

Everything here seems timeless, and yet all 
the changes came fast. By 1970 the sharecrop- 
ping world was already disappearing, and the 
landscape of today—huge fields, giant machines, 
battered towns, few people—beginning to 
emerge. Today one person can farm 38,000 acres 
with only a dozen farmhands. 

But the delta has something going for it that 
the rest of the nation has yet to fully learn. It is 
a place where race is always out on the table in 
plain view and is sometimes honestly discussed. 
A growing number of people here realize that the 
problems of the future won't be mastered unless 
race is put behind them—unless building com- 
munities with work, decent wages, and justice for 
all is put at the top of their agendas. 

Gertrude Jackson is in her late 80s and spent 
her life on the delta. She'll take now over then. 
Especially since then was hard work with a hoe 
and the handcufts of segregation: “As long as you 
don't have to go into the fields, it is a good day.” 

In the late sixties a utility pole outside her 
house near Marvell was shot at when she worked 
to end school segregation. Later she founded a 
community center. “When I was a kid, people 
didn't talk about the Elaine massacre. When civil 
rights people came, I heard about it.” She has 
gray hair, wears black slacks and glasses. In her 
soft voice she says, “When you make up your 
mind to do something, you dont have any fear.” 

Ten of her 11 children have left—for Los 
Angeles, Virginia, Memphis, Baton Rouge, 
Georgia, the military: “There just wasn't any- 
thing here to do, so they went out.” What is 
striking about her: She hasnt forgotten her 
struggle, but she seems to live in a state of grace 
without wounds. 

Cherie Anthes and her husband, Earl, the 
former VISTA volunteers with whom Richards 
worked at the newspaper, never left the delta. 
She is a retired public health nurse; he still works 
in community development. They live in a world 



1969: I drove out past the town of Marion beneath a quiet sky, as beautiful as 

anything Id seen, to the house of a woman who lived by herself. 

they think has hit bottom, and in that fact they 
find hope. Earl thinks the divisions between 
whites and blacks, between owners and workers, 

don't matter anymore, because unless things get 
better for everyone, then it’s over for everyone. 

OLLY NEAL IS PART OF THE PAST AND THE 
future. He is 71. In the early seventies he was a 
firebrand, a Vietnam vet and black organizer 
who carried a gun in self-defense, the guy who 
led a boycott of white businesses in Marianna 
and ran a VISTA-organized health clinic there. 
Now most of the stores downtown are closed, 

the factories gone. There are only a couple of 
juke joints in the whole county. Neal is a retired 
appellate judge who once worked in the court- 
house in Marianna, which faces a square with a 
statue of Robert E. Lee. 

Neal has hope. He cultivates the young, has 
sent a dozen locals to college. He believes they 
will someday return and fix the place. 

Eugene Richards remembers Neal as one who 
inspired him but told him to leave the delta in the 
early seventies, said it was time for civil rights to be 
a black movement. It helped Richards realize his 
time was up. We are sitting in Neal's office when I 

The delta has something 

going for it: Race is always 

out on the table in plain 

view and is sometimes 

honestly discussed. 

mention this conversation. Neal snaps alert, looks 
over, and says, “Gene, was that you I told to go 
home?” and he gets up, and they embrace. Talk 
turns personal and emotional. 

Neal and his brothers slaughter a steer each 
year for a barbecue. Gene must come down for 
this, he must. But for Richards, returning is 

complicated. In part because his time in Arkan- 
sas is still the burning core of his life. And in 
part because he left dispirited and confused 
about whether he’d accomplished anything at 
all. Now, 40 years later, the sharecropper life that 
he documented has slipped away. The place is 
less poor than it was and less rich at the same 
time. Whatever the South is, it stays with you, 
and whatever the delta is, it beats as the heart 
inside the South. UO 
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ARKANSAS DELIA 
FINDING WHAT ENDURES 

same. Still, what did I do when I returned to the 

Arkansas Delta after 40 years? What everybody 

does who tries to return to what was once home: 

search for what they knew. ‘The first couple of days 

I drove maybe 500 miles looking for sharecropper 

shacks. There used to be hundreds of them, 

painted white and raised up on concrete blocks. 

Now there’s not so much as a floorboard or a nail 

to mark where they were. It's as if the Mississippi 

had overflowed and swept them all away. 

It's hard to document the disappearance of 

a way of life, to capture the delta that once was 

and isn't today. I took pictures of church services, 

improbably small towns, monster tractors in the 

fields. Early one morning I was driving past a 

row of abandoned workers houses north of Lehi 

when I spotted a pair of women's shoes on a 

porch. In a Lucite box, covered in ruby red glitter, 

they glowed like broken glass. After taking 

some pictures, I hid them behind an old couch. 

A month later I returned with my wife, Janine. 

Approaching the houses, we saw six or seven men 

step out of a white van, each wearing fragments 

of military uniforms. A man who was all muscles 

and tattoos told us they were U.S. Special Forces 

and that theyd taken over the houses for military 

exercises. Janine asked if hed seen the red shoes. 

“You mean Dorothy’s shoes,” he answered, clearly 

knowing what she was talking about. We were 

then told to leave. 

I ask myself now what the picture of the red 

shoes has to do with the story of the delta, then 

remind myself it’s only when you stop trying to 

make sense of things that you start seeing. 

—Eugene Richards 
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2010: I was driving away from the cotton gin in Widener when I caught sight of 
an elderly woman sitting on her porch. Her name was Viola Perkins, and when I asked 

if I could take her picture, she smiled, either happy to have a visitor or too polite to 
refuse. The photograph captures her reflection in the dusty window of her house. 



2010: The Peter’s Rock Church in Marianna is no everlasting monument; 
it has been left to rot, its windows broken, its steeple fallen over. Still, I found it 

beautiful. Kneeling in the cemetery, listening to the insects hissing, watching 
as a dog wandered past, I felt history coming at me from all sides. 
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2010: Jeannette Kern gently smoothed back the hair of her niece, Kequsha, who looked 

to be in her own private world yet aware of everything going on in her aunt’ tiny house 

in Crawfordsville. Below, a tractor created an explosion of dirt and stones as a farmer 

south of Marianna dug shallow trenches to ready a field for growing rice. 



The rural delta is almost emptied of people as farmworkers have been replaced by machines. 

Few old houses remain, most having collapsed or been torn down. I encountered one, above, 

hidden by trees. Below, close to sunset, I followed the Kern children as they walked home, 

stopping to pet their dogs, seeming to dance in the shimmering heat. 
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Every month this page features our staff picks of National Geographic 

Society products and events. For more go to nglive.org. 

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ON TV 

Unlikely Animal 
Friends 

What does a warthog see in 

a rhino? Find out this month 

on the National Geographic 

Channel, when improbable 

animal relationships are the 

name of the game. Discover 

why Mtani, a young Labrador 

retriever, can't get enough 

of Kasi, a six-month-old 

cheetah (left, playing togeth- 

er at Busch Gardens in 

Tampa, Florida), and get to 

know a seal and her favorite 

pal: an Irish veterinarian. 

BIRD-WATCHER’S BIBLE [If the flutter of wings has ever caught your eye, this book is for you. 

BOOK It's a comprehensive yet lighthearted guide to all things avian, featuring bird-watching basics, 

essays, the history of birds in art, and more. In stores now ($40). 

PARADISE FOUND Eight years ago photographer Tim Laman and 

ornithologist Edwin Scholes set out to document every bird of 

paradise species. See photos and videos from their expeditions 

at the National Geographic Museum starting November 1. (Visit 

wart ngmuseum.org for info.) Their book, Birds of Paradise, is on sale now. 

EXHIBIT 

ANCIENT MAYA Archaeologist William Saturno’s discoveries have EXPLORING “ 

LECTURE illuminated the Maya calendar. Hear him speak December 3 at the HISTORY 

Goodman Theatre in Chicago, Illinois. Go to nglive.org for tickets. Ben 
Franklin 
* pm rhe Fate 
wilt Tete 

INNOVATION This edition of Exploring History takes on great game 

changers of the past, including Ben Franklin, Leonardo da Vinci, 

and Martin Luther King, Jr. Available November 6 wherever books and 

magazines are sold or online at ngm.com/history ($6.99). 

MAGAZINE 

Bedouin Soundclash Light the Horizon 

Free Download NGA Ay |). On its latest album Bedouin Soundclash mines rich 
of the Month a |) Si | musical terrain. Merging Anglo rock and punk with 

™ i reggae, Caribbean, and African sounds, this Canadian 

trio picks up where Bob Marley, the Clash, and the Police 

left off. For a free download from the group’s album 

Light the Horizon, check out natgeomusic.net/free. 
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“YOUVE NEVER SEEN IMAGES LIKE THIS BEFORE... 
IT DESERVES TO BE SEEN AND.FELT ON THE BIG SCREEN 

= Rosert Reororo 

“VISUALLY BREATHTAKING” 
- Justin Cuane, Variety 

“HAUNTINGLY BEAUTIFUL 
Gree REMMAN) HurFinetoON Post 

TE MOST IMPORTANT FILM OF THE YEAR 
a Curis Cotunpus, Director Ae Pranucer” 

* OPENS NOVEMBER sth IN nyc 
me AND NATIONWIDE ON NOVEMBER 16th 

A FILM BY JEFF ORLOWSKI 
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THE MOMENT Paul Nicklen 
=e 

# 

Shooting Stars Capturing the flight of emperor penguins in Antarctica is no 
easy feat. They rocket around underwater, then explode out of holes in the sea ice (below). 

To follow them, Paul Nicklen used polar survival skills he learned as a child living among the 

Inuit on Canada’s Baffin Island. He read the ice and winds, and pressed the shutter even 

when he lost feeling in his fingers. Every so often, penguins burst from the water at this site, 

where Nicklen lay waiting. “They soared underwater like fighter jets in a dogfight,” he says. 

“Then they'd fly out, land, push down with their bill, and stand up, going back to that slow, 

waddling bird. It was a privilege to see.” —Luna Shyr 

BEHIND THE LENS 

Penguins are pretty big. Did 
you worry one might hit you? 

PN: | was hit once, quite hard in the head. | 

was in a safe place—out of their way—but a 
penguin went way off course, flew through 
the air, and landed on my head. He just casu- 

ally stood up and walked away. A 70-pound 

bird to the head hurts a lot, but I’m lucky I've 
never been injured. | was also hit by a leop- 

ard seal. Its strategy is to fly out of the water 

and knock over penguins like bowling pins. 

a a oo a 

How close were you 

to the penguins in 

this shot? 

| was about three 

feet away. My 

camera was ina 
[protective] Seacam 

housing; they were 

sending up so much 
spray and ice it 

would've destroyed 

my camera. The 
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noises and thuds 
when they landed 

on the ice were 

incredible. They 
knocked the air 

out of themselves 

and made a squeak. 
We were lucky in 

that there was really 

only one opening 

where the penguins 
entered and exited 

the ocean. 
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Did you enjoy living 
with them? 

The first night in 

camp, the penguins 
followed me home. 

They stood outside 

and bugled all 
night. By the third 

night, | had a hard 

time sleeping, and 
the romanticism 

began to wane. 

PHOTO: DEAN GUSHEE 



ey = thc ABILITY 
TO NAVIGATE THE GLOBE IN ONE NIGHT. 

the CONFIDENCE 
TO STOP AND ASK FOR DIRECTIONS. 

A new language makes a really great gift. Because its benefits 

last long after the holidays are over. Learning a new language 

isn’t just about speaking perfectly. It's about how you feel 

when you do. More at ease. Even more spontaneous. Once you 

realize you can talk your way out of unexpected situations— 

you might become more open to getting lost in the possibilities. 

INDIVIDUAL LEVELS | LEVELS 1,2 FREE 2-DAY SHIPPING. 

$995 mt $ (877)270-5287 
eye RosettaStone.com/santa 

SCAN FOR FREE DEMO 

*On select language sets 
©2012 Rosetta Stone Ltd. All rights reserved. Free 2-Day shipping for produ shipped within the contiguous United lj | iT f| ’ 

States only Otter limitedte TOTALe CD-ROM set purchi aSes eyes directly frar raiRaeet ta Stone and cannotbe combined Ive | | eC U eC nt Y. 
with any other offer, Ofer valid through December 31,2012. Rosetta StDhe TOT ALe includes interactive online services 

that require online access and are offered on a subscription basis for a specified term. Online services must be begun 

within & rnentns of purchase or are subject to forfeiture. 

CHICKEN BREASTS GOURMETJUMBO STUFFEDBAKED 

The Grilling Collection asiczxes FRANKS POTATOES 
4 (5 oz.) Top Sirloins Plas get 7 FREE Gifts! 

4 (4 oz.) Boneless Pork Chops | 
2 (41% oz.) Stuffed Sole with Scallops & Crabmeat 6-Piece Cutlery Set f ~~» 
4 Boneless Chicken Breasts (1 lb. pkg.) & Cutting Bard <aaa— 

8 (3 oz.) Gourmet Jumbo Franks to every shipping address —_ z=Z= 
4 Stuffed Baked Potatoes S 4G°9 with purchase from thisad. > q 

Limit of 2? Packages and 1 Cutlery Set & Cutting Board = 
per address. Standard shipping & handling wall be — 
applied peraddress. Free gifts must ship with order, , a. 
Not valid with any other offer, Offerexpires 12/31/12. 

OLVENAEY STEAKS | Call 1-800-811-7832 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week 

a or visit www.OmahaSteaks.com/grillgift58 

Sa” ©2012 OCG | Omaha Steaks, Inc. 4876KFG 

— Reg. $166:60 | Now Only 
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‘THEMATIC ELEMENTS AND SOME PERILOUS ACTION. | 
WALDEN MEDLA | SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN |, ' 



Mocanc =©6s Give An Inspiring Gift 

n 2007 Pat Minnick, a professional artist, decided 

to establish a charitable gift annuity to support 

National Geographic. 

“TI feel good knowing that National Geographic is 

eCeyber-mromesli@emcemocelcammaslerleliaraemslelllrommny: his: 

Pat. “The environmental problems we face are vast, 

but by joining with National Geographic and their 

history of remarkable accomplishments, I know we 

can pass on a more beautiful world.” 

Pat now receives a guaranteed life income and is a 

direct part of the Society’s efforts to inspire people to 

care about the planet. 

For more information about a charitable gift annuity 

or other ways to include National Geographic in your 

Pat Minnick included estate plans, please see below. 
National Geographic in her 

financial plans. SAMPLE ANNUITY RATES FOR ONE BENEFICIARY 
(Rates at other ages available upon request.) 

Age 60=4.4% Age 70= 5.1% Age 80=6.8% Age 90+=9.0% 

Rates are subject to change. 

Please contact us for the most current rates. 

TO MAKE YOUR BEQUEST CONTACT US: 
to National Geographic, please use the following Phone: (800) 226-4438 

language: “To the National Geographic Society in Email: plannedgiftinfo@ngs.org 

Washington, D.C., | give % of my estate.” Web: www.nationalgeographic.org/donate 

Or you can name a fixed dollar amount. 
The National Geographic Society is a 501(c)(3), tax-exempt organization. 

YES: Please send me information about a Name 
National Geographic charitable gift annuity! 

Address 

Birthdate(s) 
Minimum age 50. Payments begin at age 60. 

ane 

Amt: | $10,000 | $50,000 $100,000 Phone 

Other (Minimum gift $10,000) Email 

Send me information on including Mail to: National Geographic Society 
National Geographic in my will. Office of Estate Planning 

I have already included National Geographic 1145 17th Street N.W. 

in my will. Washington, D.C. 20036-4688 

Photo: Nel Cepeda 



FLASHBACK 

* 

Head In the Sand The Sphinx, Egypt's half-beast—half-man monolith, has 
often been buried up to its neck. It had been dug out at least three times by the time this 

photo was taken. The first was around 1400 B.C. by Pharaoh Thutmose IV, again during the 

Roman period, and a third time beginning in 1925—the same year as this photo—by Emile 

Baraize, a French engineer. In the summer of 1928 National Geographic Editor Gilbert H. 

Grosvenor warned his staff not to use this image, noting on the back: “As the Sphinx has 

been entirely uncovered, this picture is very much out of date.” 

But the photo’s technology wasn’t. Grosvenor had installed the first color printing lab 

in American publishing in 1920. Photographers processed their autochrome images in 

the field as glass plates and shipped them via steamer to the Geographic's Washington 

headquarters. —Johnna Rizzo 

& Flashback Archive Find all the photos at ngm.com. 

PHOTO: HANS HILDENBRAND, NATIONAL GEQGRAPHIC STOCK 
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No loss of suction. 

Here 

Or here dyson digital slim 
The cordless vacuum that doesn’t lose suction. 

Discover more at dyson.com/digitalslim 
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